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His Holiness Sri Swami Satchidananda  
(Sri Gurudev) is one of the most revered 
Yoga Masters of our time. Sri Gurudev’s 
teachings and spirit guide us toward a 
life of peace and religious harmony 
among all people. For more 
than forty-five years,  
Sri Gurudev sponsored 
interfaith worship 
services and 
conferences. 
His teachings 
advocate 
respecting and 
honoring all 
faiths and he 
was invited 
to share his 
message of 
peace with 
many world 
leaders and 
dignitaries. Over 
the years, Sri 
Gurudev received 
many honors for his 
public service. Among 
recent awards: the 1994 
Juliet Hollister Interfaith 
Award presented at the United 
Nations and the 2002 U Thant Peace 
Award. In honor of his birth centennial 
in 2014, he was posthumously awarded 
the James Parks Morton Interfaith 
Award. In addition, he served on the 
advisory boards of many world peace 
and interfaith organizations.

Sri Gurudev founded, and is the guiding 
light for, the worldwide Integral Yoga® 
Institutes. Integral Yoga, as taught by 
Sri Gurudev, combines various methods 
of Yoga, including Hatha Yoga, selfless 
service, meditation, prayer, and a 
5,000-year-old philosophy that helps one 
find the peace and joy within. Integral 
Yoga is the foundation for Dr. Dean 
Ornish’s landmark work in reversing 

heart disease and Dr. Michael Lerner’s noted 
Commonweal Cancer Help program. Today 
more than 50 Integral Yoga Institutes and 
Integral Yoga Teaching Centers throughout 

the United States and abroad offer classes 
and training programs in all  

aspects of Integral Yoga.

In 1979, Sri Gurudev was 
inspired to establish 

Satchidananda 
Ashram–Yogaville,  

a large residential 
community in 
Virginia based on 
his teachings. 
Guest stays, 
retreats, and 
programs on all 
aspects of Integral 
Yoga are available. 

At the center of 
Yogaville® is the 

Light Of Truth 
Universal Shrine 

(lotus), dedicated in 
1986. This unique  

interfaith shrine honors the 
Spirit that unites all the world 

religions, while celebrating their diversity. 

Sri Gurudev is the author of many books, 
including Integral Yoga Hatha, To Know 
Your Self, The Living Gita, and The Golden 
Present. He is the subject of three biographies, 
Apostle of Peace, Portrait of a Modern Sage, and 
Boundless Giving and the documentary, Living 
Yoga. Integral Yoga Publications disseminates 
the teachings of Sri Gurudev through books 
and Shakticom through audio-video programs. 
Integral Yoga Distribution also makes available 
books, tapes, and gift items from a wide variety 
of spiritual paths and well-being resources. 

In August 2002, Sri Gurudev took Mahasamadhi 
(a God-realized soul’s conscious final exit from 
the body). Chidambaram, his Mahasamadhi 
Shrine, is open for prayer and meditation.

H i s  H o l i n e s s 
s r i  s w a m i  s a t c H i d a n a n d a

F o u n d e r  o F  i n t e g r a l  Y o g a ®
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d e d i c a t e  Y o u r  l i F e

By H. H. Sri Swami Satchidananda

T												he first lesson to be learned from Yoga is  
   to lead a dedicated life. Love expresses itself as 
dedication and service. The most important thing 

you can do is to dedicate your life in service. Serve all with 
your heart and soul, with your life. Serve with your body, 
mind, and with everything that you possess. Serve the 
whole universe. Every minute you should remember that 
you are here to serve others. If you are dedicated in life, 
you have eternal joy and peace. If service becomes your 
motto in life, you will always be peaceful and joyful. What 
more do you need in life? 

We do everything to find a little peace, find a little joy; but 
if we do it with the wrong attitude, we don’t find real joy. 
Real joy comes by leading a dedicated life. That is what we 
see in nature. The entire nature exists to serve others. We 
don’t need Yoga teachings for all the other species in life 
because they already live to serve others. So let your motto 
be, “I am living to serve others. I am living to serve.” 
Everything that you possess was given to you as a gift to be 
used in service, not to be used for yourself. 

The most important thing in life is service, service, service. 
Keep that in mind. The immediate benefit of that is you 
are always happy. Those who have dedicated their lives 
to service will never find sadness in life. They always will 
experience peace and joy. Trees and flowers don’t exist for 
themselves. Only human beings seem to exist for themselves. 
That is why Yoga is only necessary for the human beings. 

Subramuniya Bharati, a great and saintly poet who lived 
in India in the early 20th century wrote, “The essence of 
scriptures is Karma Yoga. That alone can save us. Service, 
service, service, that is enough for us.” Mere service alone 
is enough for your yogic or spiritual practice. Even if you 
don’t have time to meditate or do asanas, it doesn’t matter. 
If you have an opportunity to do Karma Yoga, do that 
first. Through Karma Yoga, your heart, mind, and body 
will soon be cleaned. It even takes care of your health. 
When you serve well, you get real hunger; you eat well, 
you digest well, and you sleep well. There’s peace in the 
mind and ease in the body.

There is no greater Yoga than Karma Yoga. From morning 
to evening you are doing some action, so everything can 
be Karma Yoga. Everything should be yogic, from the 
minute you start brushing your teeth to the minute you 
go to bed. For Karma Yoga there is no time limit, every 
time is the right time. You can do it anywhere: inside the 
church, outside the church, in the street, at home, on 
the train, on the plane, wherever you are. You become a 
constant practitioner. You are a yogi throughout the day, 
throughout your life.

If you serve well, if you are useful to other people, they 
always will take care of you. You don’t have to worry about 
yourself. Others should come and say, “Stop that; enough 
work; go and rest.” Others should tell you, “You should 
eat. You should go and rest. Enough for today.” Try it for 
some time and see how happy you feel. 

We should not work for ourselves. “What can I gain? 
What can I get?” No. Forget yourself and think of others 
always. That is what makes selfless service, Karma Yoga. 
Wherever there are real Karma Yogis, that place is a 
heaven. Wherever selfishness comes, it becomes a hell. 
So let us learn to be totally, totally selfless and service 
oriented—searching for opportunities to serve others. That 
will make wherever you are a heaven.

Once upon a time, a papa was carrying his child in one 
arm and a package in the other when the child said, 
“Papa, let me hold the package so that you will be carrying 
less.” The papa laughed and gave the package to the 
child. Ultimately, everything is being carried by God, 
but childish or egotistic people still like to carry things 
themselves. If you do everything in the name of God, 
nothing will affect you. Don’t use the will that has been 
given you to carry unnecessary burdens. Instead, use your 
will to realize God’s will. Then you become a beautiful 
instrument in the hands of the divine. 

You can practice all the other Yogas with ease, but the most 
difficult one is Karma Yoga, because the ego will pop up 
at every moment. The ego may say, “I have to do it for 
myself.” Fine, do it, and when you do it, you will become 
responsible for it. That is what we call karma. You do 
something by yourself, for your sake, and then you have to 
face the result. If you do something instead for God’s sake, 
for the benefit of humanity in God’s name, without the least 
personal expectation, it becomes Karma Yoga. The benefit 
might come, but you don’t expect it. There is no personal 
motivation, so you are free from the results, either pleasure 
or pain, virtue or demerit. So, the secret is to forget yourself, 
to place yourself last, and put others first. Then Karma Yoga 
will be easy. You will be the happiest person.

It may be difficult to be always doing something for others. 
You may not respect and love everybody that much. 
Maybe you would wash the clothes of a person you love, 
but if you see some other person’s clothing also mixed in, 
and if you don’t like that person, you will question, “Oh, 
must I wash all these things?” You differentiate because 
you don’t love everybody equally. So when you can’t do it 
for humanity, do it as God’s service, “All for Jesus, all for 
Allah, all for Divine Mother, all for Krishna. I am living in 
God’s home. Every foot of ground on which I step belongs 
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to God. Every tool I use belongs to God. The kitchen, 
the garden, the office, the altar, all belong to God. All are 
God’s children. Through everyone and everything, I am 
serving God.”

When you feel that way, you will work with even more 
zeal than an ordinary person. Because you are doing 
everything for God, you will have more interest than the 
person who works just for his or her own benefit. There 
is a joy in doing something as an offering. Only through 
service can you brush aside your ego and petty limitations. 
That is the only way to put your little self aside so you can 
get God’s blessings and eternal peace. 

Well, words can never bring the real joy. I may talk the 
whole day about how tasty the sweets are but, unless you 
take time to eat, they are just words. Think: “What more 
could I do to serve?” Let this be a good opportunity for us 
to renew that dedication and to reevaluate ourselves. “How 
much am I doing? How much more can I give? How 
reluctant am I in giving? How could I improve? What 
more should I do?” 

Master Sivanandaji always said, “Serve, love, give.” Serve 
with love, because without love you cannot serve. You 
become a yogi just by serving. Everything else comes 
automatically. So, don’t lose even a single opportunity to 
serve others.
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Work is worship. Work is meditation. Serve all with 
intense love without any idea of agency and without 
expectation of fruits or reward. You will realise God. 
Service of humanity is service of God.

Work elevates when done in the right spirit without 
attachment or egoism. If you are a bhakta (devotee), feel 
you are a nimitta or instrument in the hands of God. If 
you adopt the path of Jnana, feel that you are a silent 
Sakshi (witness) and that Prakriti does everything. All 
work is sacred. There is no menial work from the highest 
viewpoint (from the viewpoint of the Absolute, from the 
viewpoint of Karma Yoga). 

It is selfishness that has deplorably contracted your heart. 
Selfishness is the bane of human life. Selfishness clouds 
the understanding. Selfishness is petty-mindedness. Bhoga 
(sensual enjoyment) increases selfishness and selfish 
pravritti. It is the root cause of human sufferings. Real 
spiritual progress starts with selfless service.

The spirit of service must be deeply ingrained in your very 
bones, cells, tissues, and nerves. The reward is invaluable. 
Practice and feel the cosmic expansion and infinite ananda 
(bliss). Tall talk and idle gossiping will not do, my dear 
friends. Evince intense zeal and enthusiasm for work. Be 
fiery in the spirit of service.

A Karma Yogi does not expect even a return of love, 
appreciation, gratitude, or admiration from the people 
whom he is serving.

You must be very vigilant in scrutinising your motives 
during action. You must be ever introspective. By and by, 
when the heart becomes purer and purer through constant 
work, your actions will be perfectly disinterested and selfless.

In the mind there are three doshas, viz., mala (impurities 
like lust, wrath, greed, etc.),vikshepa (tossing of the mind), 
and avarana (veil of ignorance). Mala is removed through 
nishkamya Karma Yoga; vikshepa by means of upasana 
(worship); and avarana by means of study of Vedantic 
literature and jnana. Karma Yoga gives chitta suddhi. It 
purifies the heart and prepares the mind for the dawn of 
knowledge (jnana udaya).

Only he who has reduced his wants and controlled his 
indriyas [senses] can do Karma Yoga. How can a man of 
luxury, with his indriyas revolting, serve others? He wants 
everything for himself, and wants to exploit and domineer 
over others. Another qualification is that he must have a 
balanced mind. He must be free from raga-dvesha (likes 
and dislikes) also. “An action which is ordained, done 

by one who is undesirous of fruit, devoid of attachment, 
without love or hate—that is called pure.” Gita: Chapter 
XVIII-23.

You must learn the secret of renunciation or the 
abandonment of the fruits of action. Long is the lesson, 
toilsome the practice. You have to combine energy in 
work, with indifference to the result of the work.

Aspirants must work as energetically as the children of this 
world, but they must substitute a new motive; they work 
that the divine law may be fulfilled, that the divine purpose 
may be promoted, that the Will of God may be carried out 
in every direction. This is the new motive and it is one of 
the all compelling forces; they work for God alone. Thus 
acting they create no karma-bond for it is desire that binds.

Now, the attainment of renunciation is difficult and requires 
prolonged and patient practice. The probationer will begin 
by trying to care less about the results brought to him 
personally by his actions; he will try to do his very best, 
taking equally whatever comes. If success follows, he will 
check the feeling of elation; if failure, he will not permit 
depression to master him. Persistently he will repeat his 
efforts and will do his best with every duty that comes his 
way and will begin to show the balanced state of mind which 
marks the crowning strength and detachment of the soul.

~ Excerpted from Practice of Karma Yoga, with kind  
 permission of the Divine Life Society.

w o r k  i s  w o r s H i p

By H. H. Sri Swami Sivananda

Sri Swami Sivananda (far left) was also a medical doctor.
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In this pair of articles, Swami Ramananda and Claudia 
Huddleston explore the issue of spiritual activism as a form of 
Karma Yoga. For a long time, both these yogis have manifested 
their spiritual practice in the world. Recently they participated 
in an online course called “Ethics and Vows for the Modern 
Life,” led by Michael Stone, a teacher of Buddhism and Yoga. 
This course served as a catalyst for Swami Ramananda and 
Claudia to consider deeply the application of ancient Yoga 
teachings, particularly yama and niyama, to modern social 
problems. Swami Ramananda summed up Michael’s approach 
to Yoga practice as, “very oriented around the idea that our 
practice is vital and meaningful when done in the context 
of the world we live in right now.” This is a constant and 
evolving process.

“The goal of Integral Yoga is to have an easeful body, a 
peaceful mind, and a useful life.” Of course these are just 
words on a page, given to us by Swami Satchidananda—that 
is, until we begin to reflect and to practice. We practice asana, 
pranayama, and meditation. We transform our relationship 
with our bodies and our minds. We ask, How can I be useful? 
How can I serve? What can I offer? When our reflection 
becomes an intention and the intention becomes an action, we 
can answer with love and compassion, which is at the heart of 
real spiritual activism.

At a satsang in New York I raised the question, “What 
matters most to you?” I spoke about the importance of 
clarifying what we value and reflecting on the ultimate 
purpose of our lives. Speaking to a group of yogis, I was 
not surprised that someone suggested right away that 
moksha, or spiritual liberation, was most important. We 
all might understand liberation, or Self-realization, to be 
the goal of Yoga, but what does that really mean to us? 
It remains a vague and distant idea that may have little 
relevance to our daily lives. How do we actually go about 
pursuing enlightenment? 

We often think of Self-realization as something that 
happens passively when we still the mind, as the Yoga 
Sutras imply. But it is better understood as an active 
response to life—a way of bringing to life, or embodying, 
the qualities we associate with our spiritual nature: 
compassion, peace, joy, and so on. True awakening is 
not something that happens in isolation. It takes place as 
a product of both our Yoga practice and our conscious 
choices in relation to one another and our environment.

Imagine how it would feel for the spiritual Self to be 
as tangible and active as the body and mind when we 
are pursuing our goals. Every time we are fully present 
to life and act with mindfulness, we take a step toward 
that reality. Our true nature is expressed each time we 
recognize, with gratitude, all the ways we are blessed and 
allow that sense of abundance to overflow in the form of 
generosity with others.

Pausing and breathing to allow a sense of peace to arise in 
a quiet moment marks a beautiful step toward liberation. 
Bringing more compassion into an interaction while we are 
standing in line at the store or waiting in heavy traffic is a 
genuine stride in spiritual growth. Taking the time to be fully 
present and experience the joy of playing with children or 
listening deeply to a friend who needs to talk is an enlightened 
choice. These are examples of how spiritual realization is 
pursued in each moment that we act while holding in our 
hearts a clear vision of what matters most to us.

Michael Stone powerfully articulates the importance 
of bearing witness to the world we live in, with all its 
injustice, suffering, and corruption—as well as its magic 
and majesty. He describes, in detail, how a committed 

Swami Ramananda

w H a t  m a t t e r s  m o s t  
By Swami Ramananda
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spiritual life includes taking responsibility for our 
participation as a member of this planet. In his book, 
Yoga for a World Out of Balance, he writes, “It’s hard to 
wrap our minds around the way transportation patterns, 
digestion patterns, pollution, consumption, even the 
dinner table itself, impact the web we call life.  Without 
attention to such connections, choices become life-
destroying rather than life-affirming.”

I believe that our spiritual practice is much more potent 
when seen in the context of the condition of our world, 
our communities, and our homes. Everyday choices, as 
well as our long-term goals, take on new relevance when 
we realize that each action and every focused thought 
represents a tangible contribution to the collective 
consciousness of our planet. Our science-oriented culture 
does not appreciate the power of the subtle energies we 
generate in our hearts and minds, yet how many times 
has a gesture of generosity had a ripple effect that touched 
many hearts? How many prayers for healing have brought 
soothing relief to someone who is suffering?

Each time we disengage ourselves from the grip of habitual 
ego-driven thought, we bring a greater awareness into 
presence. Sri Swami Satchidananda strongly affirmed that 
each time we pray for peace in the world, as we do at the 
end of each Integral Yoga class, we send profound energies 
out into our world. Even though we may not see the effect, 
each instance of mindfulness, every act of kindness, is a 
significant act in co-creating reality.

On a larger scale, we are systematically destroying our 
home, Mother Earth, and our response to that crisis is a 
crucial element of spiritual life. Thus, spiritual practice can 
also include promoting green energy, conserving water, 
and taking concrete steps to withdraw our support of the 
wasteful culture of consumption we live in, as well as the 
mass production of harmful chemicals that pollute our 
environment.

We might feel that the full experience of enlightenment—a 
kind of infinite bliss—is far away from us, but we 
experience a taste of it when we serve, love, and give. 
It is our nature to give in response to all we receive. Sri 
Gurudev articulates that idea beautifully in his book, The 
Golden Present: “If you think in terms of how much benefit 
we get just by being here on the surface of the earth, how 
much we get from nature, how much we get from people, 
how much we get from association, we receive constantly. 
Even the smile from a baby is a gift. You don’t have to 
give it back at the same place . . . if you get a smile from a 
baby, do something to help a poor person somewhere on 
the road, or a sick person. Somebody who needs a little 
help. That will balance it out.”

When we sincerely reflect on all that we have been given, 
we cannot help feeling abundance. We can reflect further 

on how the United States and other western countries have 
taken advantage of less powerful countries and how that 
dominance has contributed to the imbalance of wealth 
and justice in the world. In a magazine article I read, the 
Buddhist teacher Thich Nhat Hahn wrote, “The pain 
of one part of humankind is the pain of the whole of 
humankind. We have to see that and wake up.”

Those of us who live with material security and abundance 
easily take those benefits for granted. I feel we have an 
obligation to serve those less fortunate in any way that we 
can. That is why we have started a new initiative at the San 
Francisco IYI, inviting all our students, teachers, and staff 
to participate in selected community service projects. 

We want to develop a network of people to identify 
specific projects, as well as those who may volunteer their 
time to meet those needs. We envision forming groups, 
when appropriate, to serve together. We see service in our 
community as an important aspect of our spiritual practice, 
and we want to model for our members the need for us to 
act on that understanding. 

We may not be able to negotiate peace settlements or 
end world hunger, but each of us can take measures to 
volunteer our time right where we are. We can offer free 
Yoga classes, serve in a soup kitchen, tutor disadvantaged 
children, or reach out in myriad ways to those in need. 
Serving in such ways is a natural expression of gratitude 
and arises from the recognition of our interdependence 
with all of life. Actions performed with genuine care for 
others are healing for our hearts, and we find joy in giving 
rather than looking for a reward or a self-serving outcome. 
That is how we can bring our Yoga practice to life.

Every choice we make, everything we do, can be guided 
by either a me-centered or a we-centered mindset. 
Understanding how our daily actions are the moment-
to-moment expression of what matters most to us can 
transform our lives, bringing meaning to their every aspect. 
May we all learn to see how awakening our inner light is 
actually the same as manifesting that light in our world. 

Swami Ramananda is the president of the Integral Yoga 
Institute of San Francisco and a greatly respected senior 
teacher in the Integral Yoga tradition, who has been practicing 
Yoga for more than 35 years. He offers practical methods for 
integrating the timeless teachings and practices of Yoga into 
daily life. He leads beginner, intermediate, and advanced-
level Yoga Teacher Training programs in San Francisco and 
a variety of programs in many locations in the United States, 
Europe, and South America. Swami Ramananda trains Yoga 
teachers to carry Yoga into corporate, hospital, and medical 
settings and has taught mind/body wellness programs in many 
places. He is a founding board member of the Yoga Alliance, 
a national registry that supports and promotes Yoga teachers as 
professionals. For more information: www.integralyogasf.org. 
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Recently I participated in an online course with Michael 
Stone, a Yoga and Buddhism teacher who is based in 
Toronto. The course explored ethics for a modern world 
and was based on the ancient teaching of the yamas.

I am drawn to Michael’s definition of the yamas and 
niyamas because it helps me broaden their application 
past my own zafu/mat/self/happiness. It supports me to 
look within and also without, to reconnect my personal 
spiritual path to the web of life and my position in it. I am 
fascinated by his courage in applying the yamas not only 
to himself but also to society at large, and that  leads to 
really uncomfortable questions. As Michael suggests: “Yoga 
is much more than a lifestyle; it’s the reality of a life lived 
in harmony within the entire web of reality. In addressing 
well-being only in a personal sense and not in terms of a 
complex web of relations, we have lost more than we may 
realize.”

Nature has always been sacred to me. It is where I feel at 
home, safe, and interconnected. My belief system of good 
and evil is rooted in nature. What is life affirming, and 
what is destructive to life? Michael explains: “Given the 
condition we find ourselves in these days on the planet, 
understanding our interconnectedness is not a spiritual 
luxury; it is a social imperative.” I keep wondering about 
the right expression of my spiritual path. How can I lead 
a spiritual life without withdrawing from the state that 
this world is in? How can I live with knowledge about the 
extent of destruction, violence, and social injustice without 
numbing myself or falling into depression? How can I be 
accepting of the anger and sadness I feel when I read the 
news and still cultivate loving-kindness and contentment? 

Here are some other questions that come up for me when  
I contemplate the yamas:

•	 How	much	water	would	a	non-greedy	person	living	in	
California during a drought really consume? (Asteya)

•	 How	much	comfort	am	I	willing	to	forgo	to	support	
social justice? (Ahimsa)

•	 Why	can’t	I	rid	myself	of	the	feeling	that	I	am	entitled	
to more resources than people in developing countries 
are? (Aparigraha)

•	 How	can	I	stay	centered,	calm,	and	awake	in	a	fast-
changing world where I am bombarded with digital 
information, consumerism, and socially accepted 
numbing or denial?

•	 How	can	I	feel	passionate	about	what	is	life	confirming	
and what is not, without becoming self-righteous?

None of these questions have a clear or simple answer. 
They will always depend on the situation, and that is 
why it is important for me to be as awake as possible. My 
personal spiritual path should support me in making sane 
decisions from moment to moment—and “sane” usually 
means decisions made from the heart rather than the mind. 
I am not sure whether that is what Michael means by 
“koan level,” referring to questions without a final answer 
that would satisfy a linear-thinking mind. 

Being awake means to understand deeply my 
interconnectedness with the rest of the web of life. When 
I am deeply aware of my dependence on the natural world 
and fellow human beings, the yamas can unfold very 
organically, without any dogmatism or rigidity.

How can we collectively support one another in the 
realization of interconnection and interdependence? 
Whenever I do feel that deeply in my heart, it is totally 
amazing, stunning, and impossible to describe. 

Claudia Huddleston is a certified Integral Yoga teacher 
who has been teaching for 16 years. She currently serves as 
general manager at the San Francisco IYI. Having found 
great healing in her own life through Yoga, she now focuses 
on her work by sharing that healing power. Her approach 
blends body work modalities, Western psychology, modern 
neuroscience, and the ancient science of Yoga into a unique 
style of therapeutic work that empowers clients in their own 
healing and transformation. In 2011, she combined her 
passion for psychology and her commitment to the path of 
Yoga and was certified as a Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapist. 
Claudia has been a Shiatsu massage therapist since 1997. For 
more information, please visit: www.claudiahuddleston.com.

tH e un F o l d i n g o F  
t H e Ya m a s  a n d Ni Ya m a s  

By Claudia Huddleston
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You’re an Integral Yoga Teacher! Now What? 
Perhaps you’re thinking of pursuing specialized training? 
Advanced training? Yoga therapist training? Would you 
like to continue your professional development and explore 
ways to do that? At the Integral Yoga Teachers Association, 
we’re here to serve you. While IYTA is located at Integral 
Yoga headquarters at Satchidananda Ashram–Yogaville, 
our mission is to support Integral Yoga® teachers, Centers, 
and Institutes around the world. Toward that end we’re 
continually upgrading and expanding the services that we 
offer—like developing the new 300-hour Mentored TT 
program outlined below. We’re always available to offer 
you the mentorship and guidance you need to further your 
professional and personal growth as an Integral Yoga teacher. 
We hope the following information makes navigating the 
waters of the expanding fields of Yoga teaching and Yoga 
therapy easier to navigate. Happy sailing!

Got your RYT 200? Want your 500-hour?  
We’ve Got You Covered!
Would you like to get your RYT 500 and would like more 
options on how to do that? Integral Yoga is now one of a 
very limited number of Registered Yoga Schools® (RYS) 
offering a special program that let you decide how, what, 
when, and where you want to train. This unique 300-hour 
Mentored Teacher Training Program offers options tailored 
to your interests and needs so you can get your RYT 500 as 
easefully as possible. Integral Yoga now offers this program 
through the Integral Yoga Academy at Satchidananda 
Ashram–Yogaville, the Integral Yoga Institute of New York, 
and the Integral Yoga Institute of San Francisco. Graduates 
of Integral Yoga Hatha Basic Teacher Training or any 200-
hour training (with another school or lineage) are eligible for 
this program. It provides:
1. Individual, customized options for completing the 

additional 300 hours of teacher training. We can assist 
you in determining which advanced training(s) you prefer. 

2. The ability to combine different IY trainings to fulfill the 
additional 300 hours.

3. A 10% rebate on the tuition costs of the trainings, once 
you have completed the program.

4. Guidance from an experienced mentor, who will assist you 
in selecting and scheduling your continued course of study 
and help you fulfill your teaching goals with confidence.

Requirements for the 300-hour Mentored Teacher  
Training Program:
1. Your course of study must meet the Yoga Alliance’s 

standards for a RYS 300, which include a minimum 
number of contact hours in each Educational Category 
as well as a requirement that 270 out of the 300 training 
hours must be contact hours.

2. In order to ensure a strong foundation in Integral Yoga 
teachings, it is required that your 300 hours of training 
include either Intermediate or Raja Yoga TT. 

While taking both Intermediate and Raja TT is 
recommended, the remainder of your curriculum may be 
customized, under the guidance of your mentor, to meet your 
goals as a Yoga teacher. Teachers who have completed RYT 
200 level trainings from other traditions may also apply to the 
mentored, 300-hour certification program. There is a non-
mentored option for teachers who have already completed the 
requirements listed above and need to receive a diploma in 
order to register with Yoga Alliance at the RYT 500 level.

Please contact us for more information, to speak with a 
mentor, or to receive an application form.

Advanced Trainings Options
One of the most respected schools of Yoga teacher training in 
the world, Integral Yoga International maintains four Registered 
Yoga Schools with Yoga Alliance. Integral Yoga Teacher 
Training has been offered for more than 40 years, and there 
are over 5,000 Integral Yoga teachers worldwide. Integral Yoga 
International is also regarded as a pioneer in the Yoga therapy 
field, with numerous programs and trainings that address 
special populations and common health challenges. Students 
can specialize in teaching Yoga to specific populations by 
choosing from our listing of TTs and Therapeutic Yoga 
programs listed at www.yogaville.org and on the web sites 
of many Integral Yoga Institutes and Centers. These listings 
include the approximate number of Yoga Alliance contact 
hours for which each program or TT is eligible.

IAYT: Who?
The International Association of Yoga Therapists (IAYT) is 
a professional organization that credentials Yoga therapists 
and aims to establish Yoga as a recognized and respected 
therapy worldwide. In 2012 IAYT unveiled their “Educational 
Standards for the Training of Yoga Therapists,” (available 
at www.iayt.org) which details training requirements for 
Yoga therapy programs seeking accreditation, as well as 
competencies for Yoga therapists seeking credentials. This year 
we collaborated with IAYT to develop several “Therapeutic 
Applications of Integral Yoga” core course modules to prepare 
therapeutic Yoga practitioners for the grandparenting process 
in the profession of Yoga Therapy. We will continue to keep 
IYTA members updated on this emerging field. 

Still Confused? Try This
While it’s been an exciting year with the Yoga teacher and Yoga 
therapist professions growing so quickly, the range of choices, 
designations, credentials, and pathways can be confusing and 
even overwhelming! IYTA has developed the “Professional 
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Development Pathways for Integral Yoga Teachers” diagram 
(above) to help you navigate the waters. And we’re here to 
serve you in so many ways, including:
•	 Familiarize	you	with	the	Integral	Yoga	Academy’s	

curriculum and certification programs
•	 Customize	your	continuing	education	to	match	your	goals
•	 Navigate	the	complex	and	changing	requirements	of	

credentialing organizations for Yoga teachers and therapists

Yoga Alliance’s New Designation
Yoga Alliance (YA) is the United States’ largest professional 
organization for Yoga teachers. (Integral Yoga International is 
a founding member of YA.) Registered Yoga Teacher (RYT), 
a title that designates a Yoga teacher who has received a 
certain standard of Yoga teacher training at a Registered Yoga 
School (RYS), is offered by the Yoga Alliance at the 200-, 
300- and 500-hour levels. The YA teacher registry, available 
at www.yogaalliance.org, is not a certification program, but 
a listing of teachers who have completed their trainings at a 
RYS and who meet YA requirements for teaching experience 
and continuing education.

YA announced that, in 2016, they will offer a new 
designation: The Yoga Alliance Continuing Education 
Provider (YACEP). This designation will be part of its broad 
effort to strengthen the credibility of the RYT designation. 
“Becoming a YACEP means you are considered an expert in 
one or more of Yoga Alliance’s Educational Categories. You can 
offer classes and workshops that qualify as continuing education 
courses for our over 62,000 RYTs,” YA recently reported.

Recently, we spoke to YA to gain some further clarification:
1. YA already accepts continuing education (CE) hours from 

providers without a RYT or E-RYT designation, provided 
they have “a relevant degree or certification, or substantial 
education in an area of expertise that is related to one of 
the YA Educational Categories,” as well as a minimum 
of two years of professional experience and 500 hours of 
teaching experience in the CE area.

2. The CE requirements for RYTs are loosely written; every 
three years, a RYT must document 45 hours of Yoga 
teaching and 30 hours of Yoga training. Only 10 of these 
must be Contact Hours (i.e., training hours in the presence 
of a qualified CE provider); the remaining 20 hours can be 
Non-contact Hours ( i.e., learning outside of the classroom.) 

The upcoming YACEP designation may likely have little 
relevance to the many countries that have their own national 
registries and designations for Yoga teachers and schools. 
For example, the Canadian Yoga Alliance issues registration 
marks that expand upon Yoga Alliance’s designations and 
has its own CE requirements, and The British Wheel 
of Yoga—the national governing body for Yoga in the 
United Kingdom—has its own guidelines for continuing 
professional development. If you are a member of any other 
professional organizations, such as those listed below, you 
can check with them regarding YACEP.
•	 European Union of Yoga: established in 1971, EUY sets 

the standards for membership, teacher training, and Yoga 
in Europe. 

•	 International Yoga Teachers Association: an 
international organization and the oldest teacher training 
organization since its founding in Australia in 1967. 
In addition to certifying teachers in Australia and New 
Zealand, it has international representatives and members 
in Austria, Canada, Fiji, Greece, Hong Kong, India, Israel, 
Oman, Switzerland, Singapore, South Africa, and the 
United Kingdom. There are also independent affiliates in 
Brazil, Puerto Rico, and Spain.

•	 International Yoga Federation, the largest Yoga 
organization in the world, which aims to lead the global 
Yoga community, foster integrity, and set minimum 
international standards for Yoga teachers.

•	World Yoga Alliance, which aims to promote and 
share the knowledge of authentic Hatha Yoga practices 
worldwide by setting worldwide standards of Hatha Yoga 
for practitioners, teachers, and Yoga organizations.
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Integral Yoga Europe Reunion  
by Luckshmi Lucy Cannon

The setting of Quinta da Calma: School of Life in Portugal 
is similar to that of Satchidananda Ashram–Yogaville, 
Virginia. Both are surrounded by trees and hills, both 
offer programs in Yoga and meditation, and the heart and 
soul of both places breathe Integral Yoga. Thirty years 
ago, Quinta da Calma was founded by Sylta Divyajyoti 
Kalmbach, who dedicated her personal property to share 
Sri Gurudev’s teachings. 

Quinta is practically Europe’s Integral Yoga ashram. There 
are three large spaces for programs, dormitory rooms, 
and mini bungalows (“rondettes”) for guests to stay, 
and a lovely vegetarian restaurant for meals. There have 
been countless Integral Yoga retreats, Teacher Training 
programs, and workshops taught by Integral Yoga’s Swamis 
and IY Centre heads. Many people have expressed how 
Quinta has changed their lives for the better.

This year’s Integral Yoga European Reunion was held 
at Quinta and themed, “The Power of Sangha.” It drew 
almost 100 participants from 14 different countries, with 
Swami Asokananda and Swami Divyananda Ma as the 
keynote speakers for this event. IY Centre heads Nalanie 
Chellaram, Parvathi Fiani, Uma Cocchi, and Highkey 
Farkas all gave beautiful presentations. Enhancing the 
reunion were musical offerings and workshops by Narayani 
and Mat from Bhavana Music in the UK, Christian 
Gharsarian from Switzerland, Felix and Elke Woschek, and 
Ze Joao from Portugal, plus a Bollywood dance workshop 
led by Lakshmi Harilela from Hong Kong. 

Europe’s IY sangha enjoyed and felt inspired by the stories 
that many of the presenters shared about their experiences 

with Sri Gurudev. Most of the attendees at the reunion 
had never met Sri Gurudev in person; however, through 
their own personal journeys, they felt very connected to 
him and his teachings. Participants expressed the need 
for more of Sri Gurudev’s teachings to be translated and 
made available to many people around the world, a task on 
which the IYGN will focus its efforts. 

The reunion concluded with a video satsang of Sri Gurudev 
and a group sharing full of laughter, tears, and, most 
importantly, the feeling of sangha. All participants offered 
a healing circle with the chanting of the Maha Mrityunjaya 
mantra, followed by a meditation and a final closing puja 
led by Swami Asokananda and Swami Divyananda Ma.

Luckshmi Cannon was the main organiser of the European 
Reunion this year and is the point person for the Integral 
Yoga European website, integralyogaeurope.org, and IYGN’s 
European representative.

News from Integral Yoga South America  
by Leticia Padmasri 

In Buenos Aires, Argentina, Integral Yoga is blossoming. 
Last March, the Integral Yoga Centre taught its 11th 
teacher training program. These teachers have continued 
to spread out across South America, with a new teacher 
training program starting in San Luis and Yoga and 
Ayurveda programs in San Martin de los Andes. 

Global Sangha Feature: Paola Parvathi Faini
Centro Integral Yoga Shanti in Milan Celebrates  
its 10-year Anniversary

IY Centro founder Paola Parvathi Faini began her Yoga 
journey in 1992. From the moment she saw a picture of Sri 
Gurudev on a noticeboard, her life changed. Parvathi shares 
her story and her journey with Hersha Harilela, IYGN 
Coordinator.

IYM: What brought you to Integral Yoga?

Parvathi: This is a strange and emotional story. I had 
been working in China and lived part of the year there 
and in Italy. I had been doing this for 14 years. In 1990, 
I suddenly lost my father. In my grief, I was suffering and 
searching for answers. A colleague in Italy invited me to go 
to Yoga class, as it would give me a little peace. My first 
class was so relaxing. I found something in that practice, so 
I started to go back for classes every day. When I had to go 
back to China, I would practice daily by myself. 

IY Europe Reunion, Portugal, 2015.
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In 1995, I was planning my summer holidays. In Italy, we 
have the month of August off. I thought it would be nice 
to go deeper into my spiritual studies. I looked at Shaolin 
temples in China and ashrams in India. One day, I was 
outside a Yoga centre in Milan and I saw a flyer posted 
on a notice board, which was usually empty. The flyer 
had some information about a teacher training program at 
Yogaville, Virginia. When I asked the owner of the Yoga 
centre about it, he had no idea who put the flyer there. 

I was attracted to the program, but the idea of traveling to 
America to study Yoga left some doubt in my mind. When 
I was speaking about it to a friend of mine, she said, “Why 
do you have doubt? Just look at the face of the Master.” 
I took one glance at Sri Gurudev’s face, and I made my 
decision.

The only problem was that the teacher training program 
started in July and I only had August off. It would be very 
difficult to take two weeks off in July. The next day, I 
went into my office and my boss had some problem that 
required me to travel to China immediately—despite just 
having returned from there. He was really apologetic and 
wanted to make it up to me. I took the opportunity to ask 
for two weeks off in July and he happily granted it to me. 
So I went!

IYM: What was your first impression on meeting 
Sri Gurudev?

Parvathi: As with all Yogaville teacher training programs 
at the time, the TTs had a chance to meet Sri Gurudev 
at satsangs, and he also came to speak to the TTs from 
time to time. I fell in love with his approach and with his 
teachings. I felt so welcomed and felt so much freedom. 
I knew that I was completely committed to the teachings 
and I wanted to take mantra initiation.

It was really two years later that the Guru-disciple 
relationship really started. My mother had died suddenly 
in a car accident and I was experiencing many doubts in 
my life. I had lost my faith. Yoga and mantra were the 

only two things holding me together. I had just turned 40 
and knew I wanted to change my life. My soul was really 
thirsty for something else and my life seemed like one big 
contradiction. I was living in Shanghai at the time and flew 
straight to Yogaville and stayed there for one year and four 
months.

Upon my return to Yogaville, I requested a private 
audience with Sri Gurudev. At this meeting, I told him 
that I had a big problem with faith. I told him that I didn’t 
have any faith, just a lot of doubts. He said, “Well, if you 
want to do everything yourself and have that responsibility, 
you can have it and worry about it. Or, you can have 
faith and give up that worry to someone else.” That was 
the beginning of my relationship with him. Although I 
didn’t meet with him in person many times, his teachings 
resonated with me, beyond seeing him physically.

I’ve returned to the ashram every year since, even if it’s just 
for a short visit. When Sri Gurudev attained Mahasamadhi, 
I was at the ashram, co-teaching the IY Basic Teacher 
Training with Satya Greenstone. My relationship with Sri 
Gurudev became even stronger. I often miss his physical 
presence, but I learned to find the connection to the 
teachings deep inside me and this new relationship is 
growing.

IYM: Your Integral Yoga Centre in Milan, Italy is now 
10 years old. Were there any challenges in establishing 
a centre?

Parvathi: I knew at the time my mother died that I 
wanted to open up a Yoga centre in Italy. When I returned 
to Italy, I met with two Yoga teachers from the Sivananda 
tradition. We met someone who had a Yoga centre but 
wanted out of it. We took it over together. It was easy as 
the place was ready for us to come in. In 2005, the other 
Yoga teachers wanted to move away and start new centres 
of their own. It was then that I established the Centro 
Integral Yoga Shanti. It was challenging to run a centre on 
my own, but thankfully, I had trained a special group of 
nine teachers, and I arranged for these new teachers to fill 
classes. Everything flowed smoothly from there. 

Our centre now has a strong sangha of over 50 teachers. 
We stay connected through events and programs that 
I organise. The centre is alive and thriving. The main 
challenge though is language. Most of Sri Gurudev’s works 
are in English and, in Milan, few people can speak it, let 
alone read it. I would love to make the teachings more 
available in many languages around the world and of 
course, in Italian.

My ultimate dream would be to organise a large group  
of students to visit Yogaville and have them take advanced 
teacher training programs in Yogaville. I hope to find  
a solution to the language barrier so that we can share  
Sri Gurudev’s beautiful teachings.

Paola Parvathi Faini
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“Spring overall. But inside us
there’s another unity.

Behind each eye here,
one glowing weather.

Every forest branch moves differently
in the breeze, but as they sway

they connect at the roots.”

~Rumi

Springtime is overall. Our outward lives are filled with 
ever-changing bursts of colors, fragrances, sounds, textures, 
and forms. Seemingly everywhere there is movement 
whether in the clouds, the swaying of the trees, or in less 
perceptible areas such as our thoughts. For most of our 
waking lives, we are actively connected with the diversity 
in the world around us. Yet, when we heed Rumi’s first 
punctuation mark—the period—we pause. Like a bridge to 
an altered state of consciousness, the pause simultaneously 
reveals a seeming outer and inner universality. We at once 
see the exuberant worldly din, which like the springtime 
continually dazzles our senses, and yet feel absorbed in 
what Rumi refers to as “another unity.” 

Sacred poetry invites us to pause again and again and be 
nourished by timeless wisdom. This poem by Rumi is just 
a mini-experience of the way in which the poems beckon 
us to our true, infinite nature free of labels and differences. 
Those who have realized that we are rooted in an unseen 
connectedness can evoke and feed the impulse within us to 
seek and forever reside in the truth of our being. 

In our new book, Mala of the Heart:108 Sacred Poems, 
Ravi Nathwani and I have threaded together the voices 
of sages, saints, mystics, monks, poets, and other wise 
beings to remind us of the universality of transcendence. 
This collection of sacred poetry threads takes the editorial 
perspective that, regardless of culture or civilization, 
religion, or philosophy, all of humanity is on the same 
dance floor. Like the forest trees in Rumi’s poem, we 
each are unique as we sway—in body and/or mind—
between the worldly and eternal existence. Yet, when the 
attachment and longing fades, we realize we are the dance 
floor, or as Rumi says “one glowing weather.”  

Grounded in universal knowingness, the poems in this 
collection allow us to dance in the midst of different faiths 
and philosophies. Some of the poems express belief in 
a higher being and others look to nature or no outside 
entity. Some convey instantaneous awakening, while others 

LOTUS center For all FaitHs presents:
Mala of the Heart by Kate Vogt

evoke reverence for a disciplined path of passion, devotion, 
meditation, or contemplation. With each pause—whether 
within or between the 108 poems—the differences fade 
giving way to that other unity.

Great spiritual and religious traditions teach our hearts to 
open and heal. Silent practices of prayer, meditation, and 
contemplation give rise to an ever-deepening awareness and 
opening of our hearts. Similarly, poetry written by saints 
and mystics consoles the heart, helping it to open in a way 
that is quite unique from that of other art forms. Such 
poetry represents the resounding silence and brilliance of the 
infinite “supreme.” When we read or listen to poetry of the 
spirit we come to see, with a certain clarity, the one thing 
that has always been facing us, yet seems invisible to us.

In this poetry, the supreme comes to life through sound, 
syllable, word, rhythm, and pause. Poetry expresses the 
peaceful language of the divine heart. An unseen, sacred 
thread unites our hearts with those of the poets. Like stars 
in the nighttime sky, a heart that longs to commune with 
the divine shines alongside the luminous heart of pure 
being. In a profound moment during the great Sufi poet 
Rumi’s illumined life, he noted that “going in search of 
the heart I found a rose under my feet.” So simple was 

Kate Vogt
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his realization. Throughout years of endless searching, 
there had been many places and countless roads. Only 
when the distances disappeared did the search end. That 
elusive mystery that Rumi sought was there, teasingly, in 
the form of a rose. Short yet filled with endless wisdom, 
the poems in this collection are like Rumi’s rose, subtle 
signposts of the most sacred.

The sequencing of the poems is inspired by an ancient 
map of our spiritual body. There are said to be seven 
wheels, or energetic centers, called chakras, along our 
inner spine. Each chakra correlates with a state of 
consciousness, ranging from day-to-day awareness to 
pure consciousness and true knowing. In the center of 
the chest, next to our physical heart, is our heart chakra 
(Anahatachakra), where there is an arising and subsiding 
flow of the unending, energetic life force. The sequence 
of chakras loosely represents the path of awakening from 
intense longing to pure understanding of the Supreme. At 
the core of this collection is the illumined heart.

The number of poems is 108. This number symbolizes 
the divine and sacred connections in our arts, sciences, 
mathematics, philosophies, and religions. At the highest 
level, 108 represents the nameless supreme that is beyond 
worldly existence. Throughout the world, we use a sacred 
strand of 108 beads, called a mala or a rosary, for daily 
meditation and prayer. In our mathematics and sciences, 
there are numerous references to this auspicious number. 
For example, 108 is a multiple of the essential numbers 
2, 3, and 4, as well as a product of the powers of 1, 2, 
and 3. Astrologically, the nine planets multiplied by the 
twelve signs of the sun of the zodiac is 108. The number 
also represents the relationship between our planetary 
home, the earth, and the everlasting sun. Hence, a 
collection of 108 poems is an expression of the ever-
present Supreme.

Most of the poems are from saints and mystics who 
lived and died before 1900. Although Rumi appears the 
most often, with twenty-four poems, there was an effort 
to have a balanced representation of gender as well as a 
range of cultures and civilizations. Some of the poems 
express belief in a higher being and refer to the Supreme 
by name. Some convey instantaneous awakening, while 
others evoke reverence for a disciplined path of passion, 
devotion, or contemplation. In contemplative reading 
of, or listening to, such poetry, there arises an unending 
silence that tugs at the soul’s aspiration to wisdom, 
bringing an understanding of what is said between the 
lines. This can profoundly change our perspective forever.

The philosophical perspective in the selection of the 
poems echoes the view that the purest connection to our 
luminous essence is in our hearts. Longing turned inward 
toward our hearts discovers the hue of the rose, the 
brightness of the sun, and the mystery of all mysteries. In 
the light of divine knowledge, our hearts glow with an 

intense brilliance. Our 
bodies, our minds, all 
of nature, and the entire 
universe sparkle with pure 
clarity. The radiant essence 
is everywhere beyond our 
words, beyond time, and 
beyond space, forever 
present. The light that we 
could not see welcomes 
and enfolds us. It floods 
the thorny landscape of our 
selves and dissolves 
the bonds that hold us to 
our fears.

Deep silence arises and fills the eternal vastness of our 
hearts with wisdom and love. The truth is that our 
hearts are the doorway to the immortal stillness and 
a luminous presence. Common gestures and sayings, 
such as “The heart knows all” and “Search within your 
heart,” spark remembrance that our thinking mind is 
the obstacle to the truth. The simple gesture of drawing 
our hands together over our physiological heart reminds 
us that the divine is forever present. Also, in unexpected 
moments we have experienced the divine source. When 
we fall in love, our hearts overflow with joy and glorious 
contentment. When tragedy touches our lives, grace may 
seep in and carry with it auspicious support and life-
changing insights.

The intention behind this book is that these poems are 
gifts to the world and that they forever belong to the 
world. The reader is as much as part of the life of these 
poems as the original poet and translator. As such, Jack 
Kornfield suggests in his foreword, “Read these poems 
slowly. Savor them. Then, as with a mala of prayer 
beads, read them again. Let them become familiar to 
your tongue and your heart, and let their deep wisdom 
guide you to the love and freedom that is your own true 
nature.”

We hope the poets’ hearts will inspire the opening of the 
reader’s heart, whatever the background of the poet or 
the reader. We also hope that this collection will be one 
that you treasure forever. Rather than serving as a poetic 
vacation from worldly life, our wish for you, the reader, 
is that the reading and rereading of a poem will invite an 
ever-deepening awareness of your true nature.

Kate Vogt teaches both classical Yoga and Yoga philosophy 
privately and for teacher trainings in the San Francisco Bay 
Area. Mala of the Heart: 108 Sacred Poems is widely available 
wherever books are sold and is also available as an eBook.

(Poem by Rumi reprinted by permission of the translator, 
Coleman Barks)
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E				very March, for the past ten years, I’ve  
   led practices on and off the mat at the  
  Psychotherapy Networker Symposium, 

a mind-expanding four days of workshops, keynotes, 
dancing, and schmoozing with old friends in Washington, 
D.C. Many of the therapists in our breakout sessions have 
gone on to become LifeForce Yoga Practitioners and now 
integrate Yoga-based practices into their sessions with 
clients. They find that just a few minutes at the beginning 
of a psychotherapy session can make a significant difference 
in the outcome of that session and can bolster the ongoing 
work of therapy. For instance, when a clinician weaves 
in a Yoga breathing exercise with a mudra (hand gesture) 
or a simple tone, the therapist finds the client is better 
able to focus and have access to feelings, without being 
overwhelmed by them.

None of the LifeForce Yoga practices used in a clinical 
setting require a mat, and they help the client to self-
regulate at home. In the session, they help the client focus 
on the important issues in therapy. Psychotherapists I’ve 
trained often speak of how teaching a client a therapeutic 
Yoga skill not only empowers the client to manage her 
mood, but in the act of practicing together, the therapeutic 
bond is strengthened. Sherry Rubin, a clinical social 
worker in Pennsylvania, and a LifeForce Yoga Mentor 
shared a note that her client had sent her. The client had 
been in treatment with Sherry before, and then returned, 
years later, after Sherry had begun integrating Yoga-based 
practices into her clinical work. “When I came before,” the 
client wrote Sherry, “you helped me understand and get 
where I wanted to go. Now you show me Yoga practices I 
use to help myself understand and get where I want to go.”

Therapists who suffer from burnout, having heard one 
traumatic tragedy too many, tell me that their clinical work 
feels fresh and exciting again. The practices they teach to 
clients give the therapists a renewed energy and optimism, 
reinvigorating their clinical practices with moments of clarity, 
connection and, yes, even moments of bliss. I love sharing 
with clinicians ways in which they can enjoy their practice 
more and help their clients come to see who they really are 
beneath the story they’ve been repeating in therapy.

Belinda, a psychotherapist who works with adolescents, 
shared a story about her use of a practice I like to call 
Stair Step Breath (anuloma and viloma krama). Belinda 
taught this breathing practice, that includes imagery, to an 
intelligent, academically inclined adolescent boy named 
Stephen, who had been bullied by classmates for several 
years and had no friends. Stephen was not athletic and 
often felt humiliated in gym class when he was the last 
to be chosen for a team sport. The ringleader used the 

locker room as an opportunity to further shame Stephen 
for his slight stature and his mannerisms, which the bully 
identified as gay. Stephen had not experienced attraction 
to other boys, but the incessant taunts that followed 
him down the hallway and back into the classroom left 
him confused about his sexual orientation and deeply 
embarrassed in his school life. 

Belinda worked with Stephen for several months and 
although his parents had intervened at the school on his 
behalf and the ringleader was no longer abusing him, 
Stephen’s depressed mood continued to deepen. He 
developed one physical symptom after another, and his 
absences from school increased. He lost interest in his 
studies and his grades declined. At home he was moody 
and often provoked fights with his younger sister, who was 
now accusing him of bullying her.

After Belinda attended my training, she incorporated Yoga 
tools into her work with clients and introduced Stephen 
to Stair Step Breath. She also encouraged his parents to 
practice it with him and gave them a CD to teach them 
how to do it. After two weeks of regular practice, Stephen 
was more energetic and came into sessions talking about 
guitar lessons. The next week he talked about a new friend 
who was into the same bands he liked. The friend was on 
the debating team and encouraged Stephen to join. Within 
a month, Stephen was working hard at school, had won 
a debate, and was talking on the phone with a girl on the 
debating team. By the end of the semester, his grades had 

ac c e s s  Yo u r F e e l i n g s  wi t H o u t ge t t i n g st u c k i n tH e m

By Amy Weintraub, M.F.A., E-RYT 500

Amy Weintraub
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improved and Stephen was ready to terminate therapy. He 
said that he and his friends were signing up for a Yoga class 
the next semester instead of gym. 

Practice
The breathing practice Belinda taught Stephen includes 
visual imagery (bhavana) and is appropriate in both health 
care and home settings.

Stair Step Breath (Anuloma and Viloma Krama)

Stair Step Breath is a mildly energizing breath that is safe 
for most people. The activity in the practice gives the busy 
mind something to do, so it is appropriate for both anxiety 
and depression.

Note: Do not practice if you have had recent abdominal 
or chest surgery. Practice only on the inhalation if you 
are pregnant. The language and imagery here have been 
adapted for a health care setting.

1. In a sitting or supine position, inhale through the  
 nostrils little steps of breath, as though you are  
 climbing a mountain (usually 4 to 8).
2. If it’s comfortable, sustain the breath for four counts  
 (at the top of the mountain). Imagine that you are  
 looking out at something beautiful. If holding the  
 breath is uncomfortable, breathe naturally through  
 the nostrils. 
3. Slide down the mountain. (Exhale slowly for six counts.)
4. Practice steps 1–3 two times.
5. Next take an elevator to the top of the mountain  
 (a smooth six-count breath in). 
6. Sustain for four counts. Imagine you can see something  
 that makes your heart smile.
7. Then step down the mountain (exhale through the  
 nostrils in little puffs—usually 6 to 10).
8. Practice steps 4–7 two times.
9. Next take little steps up the mountain through the  
 nostrils, as described above, pause for four counts, with  
 an image of beauty in your heart’s mind.
10. Take little steps down the mountain, as described in  
 step 7. Practice this version of stepped breathing in and  
 out two times. 
11. End by taking little steps up the mountain, sustaining  
 the breath for four, then slowly glide down the 
  mountain. You might wish to chant the mantra “so  
 ham” (I am That) on the exhalation.

The Nondual Inquiry
Yoga is not just manipulations of body and breath. Nor is 
it the many meditation techniques that give the ruminating 
mind a bone to chew on so that meditation is possible 
despite the negative self-talk that often accompanies a 
clinical depression. As we pay attention to sensation and 
breath as we practice, Yoga teaches us to respond rather 
than to react to what is arising. We begin to embrace the 
everyday stresses, the life-altering losses, the unexpected 

betrayals, without clinging to the grievance or pushing 
away the natural feelings that arise in response. As the 
Buddha understood, our suffering makes us human. We 
can’t escape it. But through our practices, we can create 
more space around whatever is arising. As we begin 
to understand that it is our clinging that inflames our 
suffering, we cling neither to moments of deep satisfaction 
nor to constricting pain.

We’ve all experienced times when we’ve replayed a scene 
or a worry over and over again in our minds, disturbing 
our digestion, our sleep, and our ability to concentrate. 
When we learn to clear our space every day with a simple 
practice, we still feel the barbs of life, but they don’t stick.  
They pass through us without disturbing our equanimity.  

When a thought or feeling persists, then it’s time to use 
Yoga to bring it to the fore. We might start with a Yoga 
breathing exercise like one of the two I’ve discussed 
above, or another like Yogic Three-Part Breath (Dirga) or 
Breath of Joy. Take five minutes to open the constricted 
windows of your mind with a breath, or a mantra, or an 
image. When you feel a little more space, invite in feelings 
of compassion. It might be easiest to start with feeling 
compassion for a small child or an animal you have loved. 
Now bring that sense of compassion with you as you 
make inquiries of your visiting mood or mind state. Ask 
your mood or thought or mind state, if it lived in your 
body, where would it be? And wait for an answer. Ask if 
it has a color. Ask if it has an image. Ask how old it is. 
It’s obviously visiting you for a reason. Ask if it might 
be willing to share with you what that reason might be. 
Ask if it has anything it needs to tell you. See if there is 
something you need to say back. Thank it for being willing 
to share its story and promise it that you will come back to 
listen again when it needs to be heard.  

Our Yoga practices don’t need to be an hour and a half 
and they may not even require a mat, but it’s important 
that we do something every day to clear the space within so 
that we can fully access our feelings without getting stuck 
in them. Use your mat to weep upon, if you need to, and 
then roll it up and get on with your day.        

Amy Weintraub, M.F.A., E-RYT 500, founder of the 
LifeForce Yoga Healing Institute, is the author of Yoga for 
Depression and Yoga Skills for Therapists. Her evidence-
based Yoga protocol is used in health care settings around 
the world and is featured in the “LifeForce Yoga series,” an 
award-winning library of Yoga and meditation CDs and 
DVDs for mood management. Each April, Amy offers the 
CEC LifeForce Yoga Practitioner Training at Yogaville. For 
more information, please visit, www.yogafordepression.com.

This article was excerpted, by Amy, from Darkness Before 
Dawn: The Journey Through Depression—a new anthology 
published by Sounds True and available in bookstores, 
online, and as an eBook.
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to sH o u l d e r sta n d o r not to sH o u l d e r sta n d? 
tH at i s  t H e Qu e s t i o n!

By Kali Morse, E-RYT 500 and Rashmi Galliano, E-RYT 500

The current asana controversy in the Yoga world concerns 
the shoulder stand (sarvangasana). How does this pose 
affect the health of the cervical spine, and is it safe for 
everyone, particularly beginners? Of course, we Integral 
Yoga teachers know the contraindications related to 
actually practicing this pose, but new concerns are directly 
related to the rampant use of all our hi-tech devices.

Today’s Yoga students regularly use computers, tablets, 
smart phones, and other gadgets that increase the tendency 
to thrust the head forward or tilt it down toward the chest. 
These habitual patterns of movement decrease the natural 
cervical curve. And this curve is very important to maintain 
a healthy spinal structure. The cervical spine is naturally 
in extension (concave curve); it is beautifully designed 
to support the weight of the head. If too many of our 
waking hours are spent with the head thrusting forward, or 
dropping, the cervical spine will begin to lose its curve and 
actually flatten. The muscles that support the vertebrae will 
overstretch, and the strong ligaments that extend alongside 
the spine will weaken.

So What is Happening?
When the shoulder stand is practiced frequently without 
proper support of the cervical spine, neck problems will 
almost certainly result, especially if the neck curve is 
already diminished. If the back of the neck is flattened 
against the floor over and over again, the natural curve will 
be compromised or, worst case scenario, disappear. 

What to Do?
At the Integral Yoga Institute of New York, we have been 
encouraging all our teachers (not only new teachers) to 
offer alternatives to a full shoulder stand—suggestions 
for practice to help maintain the cervical curve—and for 
teachers to give their students intelligent and mindful 
instructions. 

Block Underneath the Sacrum 
One of our favorite alternative poses, that is safe, 
accessible, and easily taught to just about everyone, utilizes 
blocks. Most students are quite comfortable in this pose. 
To prepare, have the students come into a gentle sethu 
bandasana (bridge pose), so they can easily bring the block 
under the sacrum. The widest side of the block should 
be placed horizontally under the sacrum. Remember, 
the sacrum is located at the base of the spine between 
the two sides of the pelvis. It is heart shaped, comprised 
of approximately five fused vertebrae. The student 
will definitely be uncomfortable if the block is placed 
incorrectly above the sacrum, under the irregular bones 
of the lumbar spine. Once the block is in place, ask the 

student to take the feet off of the mat, bending the knees 
toward the chest and then straightening the legs, with feet 
toward the ceiling. The upper body remains relaxed, as in 
savasana. Hold for 1-3 minutes. The following variations 
may also be held for a similar length of time.

Blanket
Blankets offer cushioning and will support the cervical 
spine in shoulder stand. Use at least two folded blankets. 
Place one blanket on top of the other with the folded edge 
toward the top of the mat and the fringed edge toward the 
bottom. Put the stacked blankets near the top of the mat, 
leaving about a hand’s length of mat empty at the top. 
Lie back onto the blankets with the shoulders positioned 
slightly below the folded edge and the head and neck off 
the blankets, resting on the mat. The student may want 
to fold the bottom of the mat over the blankets leaving 
about a hand’s length of blanket exposed from the top. 
This option can provide traction for the upper arms on the 
sticky mat. Finally, ask the student to move into shoulder 
stand, utilizing the instructions offered in the Level I 
manual, to come into classic shoulder stand. 
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Wall Progression
This is one of the safest ways to practice the shoulder stand. Begin by 
bringing the legs up the wall with the hips/buttocks touching or, at least, 
very close to the wall. Legs up the wall is a wonderful pose unto itself, 
with excellent benefits! The students may choose to stay right here with 
the option to place a blanket under the hips and sacrum. 

If a student wishes to continue with the wall progression, she or he may: 

1. Bend the knees to place the feet on the wall. 

2. Press the feet against the wall, lift the hips, lower and middle back off 
the mat, and moving the chest towards the chin. 

3. Bend the elbows, place the hands on the back, and press against the 
back to lift the torso a little more.

4. Continue by keeping the feet on the wall, extending the legs so the 
entire body is at an angle. While maintaining the angle of the trunk, 
begin to take one leg away from the wall and then the other, pressing 
down through the shoulders and reaching out through the legs. The 
legs are more in a pike position rather than vertical. 

Pike position shoulder stand (also called ardha sarvangasana) is yet 
another safe way of practicing an inversion. It is important to mention 
that each stage of this progression offers an opportunity to help students 
recognize their comfort zone or lack there of. Encourage students to be 
present and to not feel compelled to move on, if the body/mind resists.

In Conclusion
Keep your students safe. Encourage them to experiment with all these 
variations of sarvangasana. When in doubt, you can’t go wrong with legs 
up the wall. Just about every Hatha Yoga practitioner enjoys this pose, 
including us, Kali and Rashmi! 

Always remember the “Three Cs” that describe a great Yoga teacher: 
confidence, clarity, and compassion!

Kali Morse, E-RYT 500, currently serves as 
Director of Teacher Trainings at Integral 
Yoga Institute, New York City. She has 
taught Hatha Yoga and meditation in many 
different settings and has been training 
Hatha Yoga teachers in the Integral Yoga 
system for more than two decades. 

Rashmi Galliano, E-RYT 500, is a  
Basic- and Intermediate-level teacher trainer 
at IYINY. She has been teaching at IYINY 
since 2006.
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ta r avat i ’ s  te a c H i n g ti p s

By Tania Taravati Turcinovic

T											hink about a great Yoga class that you  
    attended. What made that class great? It could  
  have been as simple as where your own body and 

mind were on that particular day. Or it might have been 
the space, or the other students. For most students, it was 
probably the teacher. So, how do you teach a great class?  

Teaching any style of Yoga class involves many layers of 
skill and understanding. Teachers can keep their teaching 
skills strong by keeping a commitment to their own 
practice, attending other classes, and trying to maintain 
a continuing education approach. Beyond understanding 
asana and other practices themselves, there are some key 
elements that help a teacher lead a great class. 

I began serving at the Integral Yoga Institute of New York 
in 1996. I have been through a long journey of holding 
different positions there while on my own path. From 
working as a food store cashier to serving as one of the 
administrative managers, I have covered all the bases. 
For several years, I was one of the teacher trainers, and I 
spent a considerable amount of time in the role of teacher 
coordinator. I have had the pleasure of attending thousands 
of classes, and I have faced the challenge of giving many 
teachers feedback on their classes.   

Teaching an Integral Yoga class has its own special 
nuances. There are boundaries and guidelines to our 
format and offerings. For me, what is most special about 
an Integral Yoga class, is the focus on an inward journey 
for the practitioner. Serving as a guide on this journey 
has been one of the most satisfying roles of my life. I have 
always strived to be an open channel for the teachings  
and to keep my teaching skills strong so that I may be a 
better guide. The following are a few tips to help achieve 
this goal:

1. Use your practice—don’t do your practice 

There are many ways in which this comes into play. I 
often encourage new teachers to remember to use their 
own practice so that they can be an open channel for 
the teachings. Keeping the spine lifted and the chest 
open allows for a clear channel for the breath. From this 
place you can remain more aware. We all know this, but 
utilizing it is sometimes forgotten.  

When standing to teach, remember to find your own 
Tadasana first. With your feet rooted down, skeleton 
balanced, breath flowing, the words will come with ease. 
This sounds very basic, but I have witnessed many teachers 
coming out of alignment to lean over to one side, cross 
their arms, bite their finger nails, and shift their hips while 

they say “Um” or other verbal fillers. If you use your 
alignment and breath, the mind will become clear and 
the teachings will flow. This flow facilitates the moving 
meditation. Think about what you are teaching and 
embody that.  

Teaching time is not the time for you to do your own 
practice. If you do your own practice, then you are not 
able to see all of your students and you will not be able 
to help them find comfort and ease. When I witness a 
teacher who is doing the majority of the class along with 
the students, I also see them missing some key moments. 
If you are doing the asanas, then you will not see the man 
in the far corner who is twisting his knee out of alignment 
as he tries turning his hips for Warrior I. He doesn’t 
know that he should try to widen his stance and adjust his 
feet for a more easeful pose—you need to guide him. You 
will not see the woman who is overarching her spine in 
downward dog, or the man who could really use a prop to 
elevate his hips in Paschimottanasana, or the woman who 
is hurting her cervical spine in Fish Pose. You need to be 
there for the students. Come off the mat, onto your feet, 
and see what is front of you.  

Tania Taravati Turcinovic
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2. Authenticity in speech

Be who you are. This is very challenging. We all have 
experienced either being, or listening to, a teacher who 
puts on a great show with his or her voice and modulation. 
There are some typical personas we take on as teachers:

• The Overly Meditative Guide: Many comedic skits 
have been based upon this style, because all good 
comedy has an element of truth to it. Although we need 
to watch our volume and projection, we don’t need to 
create a false meditative space by suddenly becoming a 
throaty “spiritual” guide who is devoid of personality. 
Through seeking to be a serene and unattached guide on 
the journey within, we somehow cross the border into 
being phony.  

• The Sing-song Teacher: Trying to stick to the general 
script of the Integral Yoga class, while also remaining 
authentic, can be very challenging for some teachers. Our 
voices can take on a sing-song tone that dances between 
sounding bored and like a daytime news anchor. I have 
caught myself in the trap of the highs and lows of, “AND 
now COMING to Centerrrrr.” This voice quality seems 
to happen during a part of the class that might strike the 
teacher as mundane.  Some examples of where I most 
often hear the tone is warm-ups, Netra Vyayamam, the 
third round of Surya Namaskar, Ardha Salabasana, and 
the tense and release portion of Yoga Nidra.

• The Joker: Sometimes we are trying to take away the 
intimidation factor by using humor. Integral Yoga is 
known as an accessible style of Yoga. We have students 
attend our classes that were too afraid to go to the 
gym, or the local hot Yoga, or Vinyasa center. We may 
introduce postures with a light heart and a smile to 
alleviate fear and create a safe space to simply try. There 
is nothing wrong with this at all, but this manner of 
teaching can easily spiral into a class full of jokes and 
laughter. I have witnessed, as well as played, this role. 
It is so flattering when a class full of students is gently 
laughing along with my humor. Though this class can 
be fun, it becomes more about the teacher’s ego and 
less about the students’ journey within. Keep it light, 
but keep it serene, and always take a check on your 
intention. 

There is a balance between creating a mood and vibration 
with our speech pattern and diverging too far from our 
true selves. Always remember the focus of the journey and 
find your truth.  

3. Allow enough time for space and instruction 

Imagine yourself as the student. The teacher asks the class 
to come into table top position. Before you have your 
blanket securely off to the side of your mat, the teacher is 
giving detailed instructions for cat cow. You know cat cow 

and easefully find your place once you are there. Then 
you are asked to come into Child’s Pose and stay there 
for three long breaths. As you luxuriate in the expansion 
of your belly on your thighs and feel your shoulders and 
spine relaxing downward with your exhalations, you 
begin your third breath and suddenly realize that the 
entire class is standing and you are unsure of what the 
instruction was and you feel a little lost.

Sometimes, in the anxiety of moving forward, a teacher 
gives an instruction and does not allow the space to 
carry it through. The challenge of timing instructions 
is well known to all Yoga teachers. We are not teaching 
to robots, we are teaching to humans who all move at 
different paces. The students all take breaths of different 
depths and lengths. The students all get on and off the 
floor at different speeds. So how do we, as teachers, keep 
the class flowing together? Find a midpoint that serves 
overall. If you ask your students to roll up from child’s 
pose, wait until at least half the class has done so before 
you give the next instruction. The students will feel 
nurtured and unhurried, which will once again facilitate 
that journey within. 

A great way to stay in tune with the timing is to use your 
own breath. If you ask the students to hold an asana for 
one more deep breath, then you yourself should take 
one more deep breath before moving on to the next 
instruction. If you ask the students to feel the effects of 
Surya Namaskaram, then you should try to also stand for a 
moment, tune into your breath, and feel those effects—to 
see how the energy in the room has shifted. There are 
several spaces in the class where we ask the students to 
observe the effects. These spaces are very important. We 
can also ask our students to observe the effects without 
ever using our words. Taking the time for a pause or a 
space can say more than your instruction. Your breath can 
lead you to intuitive moments that are not about the clock. 

The beautiful Hatha class structure we have been 
given by Swami Satchidananda is a gift. The effects are 
profound. I see the boundaries and guidelines of the class 
as a way to gain strength in teaching, like the shores of 
a river. My role is to flow like that river and carry the 
students safely to their places of truth. I hope any of 
what I have offered may you help you in your role as 
well. Jai Sri Sat Guru Maharaj Ki!  

Tania Taravati Turcinovic began practicing Integral Yoga 
in 1996. Taravati has had many roles at the Integral Yoga 
Institute in New York: staff member of the food store and 
apothecary, reception manager, and teacher trainer. She was 
the teacher coordinator for many years. Taravati now works 
as a registered nurse, but she remains a student and active 
part of the IYI community. She considers IYI her spiritual 
home and family. Taravati believes that Yoga is a practice 
accessible to anyone, regardless of physical condition, or 
cultural background.
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mov i n g F ro m pr a c t i c i n g Yo g a to li v i n g Yo g a

By Sevika Laura Douglass, Ph.D.

O				ften I think of the discipline of Yoga as an artistic  
  template for living a meaningful and fulfilling  
  life. The consistent practice of Yoga transformed 

the rushed, hectic turmoil of my restless mind into a 
long stretch of infinite time and space. Yoga opened my 
heart, connecting me to my higher Self and to others, in a 
profound and often unexpected way. Yoga is my practice, 
my spiritual calling.  

Yoga had such a profound impact on the tempo and 
quality of my life that it was easy for me to embrace a 
yogic lifestyle. After my introduction to Yoga, in 1996, 
I meditated several times a day, followed a yogic diet, 
chanted, and studied the scriptures. My work day consisted 
of teaching Yoga in clinics and residential settings, at Yoga 
studios, and in private sessions to those with physical 
impairments or mental health challenges. 

I studied Yoga, wrote about Yoga, and even finished my 
doctoral work on a subject related to Yoga. The classes 
I taught at a university, albeit based in social science or 
psychology, were all related to Yoga: “Yoga: Theory, 
Culture and Practice,” “Yoga Psychology,” and “Yoga for 
Emotional and Mental Health.”  That, so I thought, meant 
living a yogic life.  

One day my partner came home from work early, looking 
restless. “What’s up?” I asked. His eyes shifted downward 
as he said, “I just lost my job. I was laid off.” My instant 
response was that we would be fine; with the income from 
my Yoga classes and private practice we could navigate this 
minor derailment with ease. The next day I showed up at 
the clinic, which was my primary teaching job, to find out 
that the entire place would be closing in one week. Although 
teary and rattled, I knew everything would be fine. 

Two weeks later, my father was being investigated by 
the F.B.I. for the distribution of child pornography and 
my mother was diagnosed with breast cancer. I began to 
have migraines every day, and we no longer had health 
insurance. Although my world was unraveling, I could see 
a way through right up until my dog was hit by a car; that 
was the loss that burst open my heart. 

When my heart burst, there was a painful outward 
gushing, a disorienting ripping. With the tattered shards of 
my life surrounding me, it was easy to settle into self-pity. 
Poor me; what a terrible series of events. The few friends 
who knew what was happening tried to be encouraging, 
but I couldn’t hear them. Anything positive was extremely 
irritating; that was a perspective that didn’t match any 
aspect of my reality, a falsehood, a lie. I couldn’t meditate, 
study, garden, or relax. In a particularly discontented 

mood, I settled down to reflect on exactly what was going 
on. What was the right response to the present moment? 

Then it hit me: Oh yes, the present moment! I had 
temporarily forgotten the preceding fourteen years of Yoga 
practice! My job was merely to be present to what was, to 
experience it fully, and to engage deeply in a moment-to-
moment experience. As I settled into my life I discovered 
that all of the drama wasn’t so bad after all. My father was 
mandated to participate in therapy prior to his prison term, 
which was beneficial for developing his self-awareness. My 
mother was learning to take care of her health and to see 
that people cared for and loved her, which was wonderful. 
My husband hadn’t liked his job anyway, and now he no 
longer needed to go to it.  

But the death of Leela Prem Anjali, my pup, was much 
harder to make sense of. She was so perfect, so free, so very 
mischievous. She was divine play in action, love, and light. 
I adored every single thing about her, including her need 
for two hours of exercise a day, in the snow, rain, and sleet. 
I loved that I could just barely keep up with her and that 
she was never ashamed of her needs. Why did my precious 
pup have to be taken so soon? Then my son said, “You 
know what was perfect? Leela opened all her Christmas 
presents two weeks before she died.” We had come home 
to find every bone, ball, and treat unwrapped. Shredded 
paper was strewn all about the floor, with one very happy 
pup in the middle of the mess. Her smiling face seemed to 
say, “Why wait to enjoy what’s yours?” 

I experienced a surge of energy that shifted me from 
“practicing” Yoga to “living” Yoga. Swami Satchidananda 
says, “The entire life is an open book, a scripture. Read 
it. Learn while digging a pit or chopping some wood or 
cooking some food. If you can’t learn from your daily 
activities, how are you going to understand the scriptures?” 
Instead of resisting the unpleasant circumstances, I began 
to accept the living book of my life: the cancer, the 
unemployment, the prison sentence, the poor health. This 
was the book of my life—why wait to experience it?
 
I began to engage with my life in the simplest of ways. I 
decided to clean and organize my home so that someone 
else could move in. In all likelihood we could no longer 
afford our house and it was time to make it beautiful for 
the next caretaker. I made new curtains for the front door, 
and my husband remodeled the fake wood paneling in 
the hall, which had never bothered us but was a detail 
that those looking for a pleasing home might not favor. 
We adopted a dog, Falcor Shanti, because we were both 
unemployed and had time to spend with another family 
member.  
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effort, creates chaos that must be calmed. Life is my yogic 
practice and everyone is my teacher. 

I’ll be honest. I still miss Gurudev. I wish that I could 
drive down to Virginia and be in his physical presence. But 
as time moves slowly forward I can feel him everywhere. 
I remember that rush of love I would feel as he walked 
into a room—a sonata, a standing ovation. Gurudev lived 
Yoga in a way that is only fleeting for me. He was capable 
of allowing a constant beauty and grace to move through 
him. He shared that quality with all. I’m more like a 
damaged record, that skips and is scratchy but is still a dear 
part of the music collection. What I have realized is that 
all parts of life, even the “non-yogic” ones, are sometimes 
what help me the most. I wake up. I brush my teeth. I 
meditate. I wash the dishes. That is Yoga. 

Tips for Living Yoga 

•	 Experience	suffering	fully. You won’t want to. You’ll 
want to resist it or distract yourself from the pain.  
Lean into it and allow yourself to really feel. 

•	 Develop curiosity. None of us knows what life will 
bring. Become interested in experiencing what life  
will offer next. 

•	 You’re not alone. Find a local sangha, or support 
system, to help see you through living with challenges. 

•	 Find opportunities. Look for the opportunities that  
are opening, and step in. Try to be open to new 
directions and unexpected outcomes. 

•	 Look for the positive. It’s not always easy to replace  
our negative thoughts with positive ones during a 
difficult time. Allow yourself to be grouchy, but keep  
an eye out for the positive. 

•	 Live a yogic lifestyle. Now more than ever you need  
to eat right, get rest, and exercise. Find a routine to 
nourish yourself.  

•	 Visit Yogaville. Let yourself be encouraged by the 
community and spiritual center of Integral Yoga.  
The vibrations will help you not resist your path.  

•	 Be kind to yourself. Treat yourself as you’d treat 
someone else who is suffering. Be kind. Give yourself 
a pat on the back. Laugh at yourself when you’re too 
serious.  

Laura Sevika Douglass 
is a devoted Integral Yogi, 
who is eternally grateful 
for those who teach and 
spread the word of Yoga. 

Within six months I was working in higher education 
full-time. We didn’t lose our home. I took up CrossFit 
because I, like Leela Prem Anjali, need to be run every day. 
I dress in business casual. I volunteer with my son’s school, 
so very little of my life looks yogic these days. There is so 
little externally identifiable in my life that says “yogi” that I 
sometimes wonder, Am I a yogi? Even more troubling, am 
I losing my connection to Yoga, that important thread that 
at one time bound my life together and made me whole? 

I read the Bhagavad Gita at night, meditate, practice Yoga 
asanas, chant at temple, and am a vegetarian—but no one 
notices those pursuits. I’m known as fair and as someone 
who laughs too much, and works too hard. I try, as best 
as I can, to contribute to the communities in which I 
participate. From the outside, you’d never guess that I was 
a yogi, but from the inside it feels as if maybe, just maybe, 
I am more one now than I was.  

Swami Satchidananda once said, “Yoga isn’t about 
standing on your head, it’s about standing on your own 
two feet.” Yoga has an external practice. It offers so many 
areas where we can begin to explore who we are: there are 
books to read, places to go, swamis to meet, ashrams to 
visit, chants to learn, and Yoga practices to master. Those 
elements of Yoga were central to shaping my external 
identity at a time when an internal identity was too elusive 
for me to find. 

Inevitably, the things, people, and practices I relied on 
were taken away. That didn’t occur in order to teach me 
something; it owed to the simple fact that all of life is 
transient. As the process of Yoga has become more internal 
for me, it is easier to identify with that part of myself that 
is not the body, not the mind. My profession is important, 
but it no longer defines me. My parents are people I love 
but they are no longer central to my understanding of 
who I am. I don’t wonder whether I can teach more Yoga 
classes, but I do wonder whether I truly am practicing 
selfless service.

It is tempting to believe that this new found perspective 
does not require me to have a Yoga practice. It does. Yoga 
practice, or sadhana, is a form of nourishment that sustains 
self-awareness. Living from a spiritual center allows me 
to endure criticism, respond compassionately, and lean in 
to the daily challenges that must be met. I still enjoy the 
external discipline and practices of Yoga, but I don’t lean 
heavily on them as I used to. I no longer need Yoga to be 
my exercise routine, my spiritual practice, and the source 
of my livelihood.

It isn’t that I am “on” or “off” a spiritual path; rather, 
all life is spiritual. Sometimes my spiritual practice gives 
me gifts and other times it takes things away. I observe, 
respond, and listen. I see divinity everywhere. I get lost. I 
re-find the path. My mind, occasionally and without effort, 
rests in contentment. My mind, occasionally and without 
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was just entering toddlerhood, so Gurudev stepped in at 
exactly that emotional point. Perhaps this was the case with 
everyone.

One example of his treating me as his very young 
child happened like this: I had recently moved to the 
Connecticut ashram as a pre-sannyasin. I was walking 
around outside when I saw a group of well-dressed devotees 
arriving in a fancy car to get Gurudev’s blessings. They 
began to hand him a series of large presents, beautifully 
wrapped and each more luxurious and expensive-looking 
than the last. One gift seemed to be wrapped in gilt, 
shining in the sunlight! 

Suddenly I had a strong wish to give Gurudev something, 
something tangible, but I was a penniless young monk with 
nothing! I looked around and saw a clump of very very tiny 
purple flowers. I knew they already belonged to him since 
they were growing in his ashram. But, still I picked a few 
and rushed to Gurudev, thrusting them into his hands. The 
blooms sat in the center of his large brown palm, which 
totally swamped the tiny flowers. 

“Twa m e va Pi Ta”  (tH o u a rt m Y Fat H e r)  .  .  .
By Reverend Vidya Vonne

Once, a fellow devotee was telling me how she had 
experienced herself as if she were Sri Gurudev’s mother.  
She said it had always felt as if he were her son, and it 
was so sweet. She would make meals for him, prepare 
his clothing, even scold him when he did something that 
she felt wasn’t good for his health! I remember being 
thoroughly surprised, if not shocked! To me, Gurudev had 
always been as a father to myself as young child! But, over 
time, the more I spoke with other students of our Master, 
it became clear that each had a different relationship with 
him, each saw in him something different!

To one, he was the playful friend, with whom to slip away 
from duties with a conspiratorial laugh, perhaps to go to 
the movies. To another, he was the disciplinarian, the 
schoolmaster, always giving assignments and correcting. 
To another he was like a jolly grandfather, loving but 
uninvolved. And, it had nothing to do with age. I am older 
than the one who saw him as her child, and the same age as 
the one who saw him as friend. It was as if he could ferret 
out the exact relationship we needed to have, perhaps had 
never had. I never knew my father, who left me when I 

Vidya prepares to receive ice cream prasad from  
Sri Gurudev, Connecticut, mid-1970s.
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He looked down into his open hand and as I gazed, the 
world seemed to stop—telescoping our vision onto his 
hand which cradled the tiny blooms. I gazed up at his 
face and on it was an expression of awe and tenderness 
as he gazed at these tiniest of flowers! Like a parent loves 
receiving even some tiny worthless thing from his or her 
own toddler: a scribble on a torn piece of paper, a bouquet 
of weeds—he seemed to relish this tiny thing I’d plucked 
from the side of the road. All those large golden gifts 
receded in importance as he smiled at his young child!

Another time, the message went out around the ashram 
that we were having an impromptu outing with Gurudev 
to the nearby ice cream parlor. I had been fasting for a 
couple of weeks, but of course I wanted to go anyway to be 
near Gurudev. We piled into cars and arrived soon at this 
favorite place of treats. We commandeered an outside area 
for our group, and devotees ordered their ice cream and 
gathered around Gurudev to eat. 

I stayed at the fringe of the group, since I was, after all, 
fasting, just there to be near Gurudev. I saw him point at 
me and confer with someone. 

“Ah,” he said, beckoning me near him. “I hear you’ve been 
fasting. Is that right?” 

“Yes, Gurudev.” I shyly look down, not sure whether he 
would approve or not. Beckoning me even closer to him, 
he stuck his littlest finger into his own cup of ice cream, 
scooped up a tiny amount and put it into my mouth! Now, 
this might be only slightly strange in the United States, but 
in India no adult would put a finger in another’s mouth—
it would be considered unclean. The only exception is 
to feed one’s baby or toddler. So, I closed my eyes and 
received his prasad (blessing in the form of food, and 
never considered to be breaking a fast), knowing this was a 
moment to treasure forever.

Reverend Vidya Vonne, 2015.

F r e e

One afternoon I was called to Ananda Kutir, Sri Gurudev’s 
house at Yogaville East (the ashram in Connecticut in the 
1970s). Gurudev had recently returned from one of his many 
travels. In my capacity as his secretary, we had gone over many 
letters and he seemed pleased that the requests and questions 
would soon be answered. Taking a break, he had some tea, 
and then went downstairs and opened the door onto the 
deck, which overlooked the pond and dam below. He looked 
so relaxed and peaceful. In this more informal mood, he 
motioned me to join him on the porch in the sunshine. 

It was late autumn. The air was cool and fresh. Most of the 
leaves had fallen already and more fell as we watched. The  
pond below was clear and sparkling. A few leaves floated  
slowly on its surface. Occasionally bird songs broke the silence.  
The water in the pond moved slowly trickling over the dam. 

As we watched in silence, a single red leaf got caught in the 
swirl and was swept over. We both watched as, an instant 
later, the leaf entered the swiftly moving stream at the 
bottom of the dam and disappeared. 

“Enlightenment is like that,” Gurudev said. “Suddenly one 
breaks free. Who can say exactly why that one, or when or 
where it will be? It just happens. Suddenly one is released 
from the bonds of the mind and is eternally free.” 

Excerpted from The Master’s Touch: Stories by Disciples of  
Sri Swami Satchidananda, edited and compiled by Sita Bordow.
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is h va r a  Pr a N i d h a N a

By Narayani

The floor is cold. The floor is hard. The floor is cold and 
hard. It’s a gray-white ceramic tiled floor on which stand 
three black office chairs and three cheap fake wooden desks 
piled with papers. A floor enclosed by white walls covered 
with whiteboards scrawled with writing. Dull light filters 
into the space through a small, mosquito net-covered 
window looking out onto a high gate. The only thing of 
color is a neon yellow safety vest bundled in a corner. 

On the floor a body—my body—lies back on the tiles, legs 
elevated on a simple office chair. It’s a classic restorative 
Yoga pose, sometimes called constructive rest, which helps 
the body to relax and assists the breath to flow naturally, 
low in the belly, to assist in the letting go of tension. I’ve 
put myself into this asana to achieve those results, but right 
now it is not working. There is no softness, no ease, no 
comfort, little breath, and not really any rest. Bone is hard 
against tile; back of the skull, spine, sacrum—all are hard, 
and the muscles hold tense and rigid.

Silence. No sound except the whir-whir drone of an 
old air-conditioning system laboring against the fierce, 
blazing sun outside, turning the stark office room into a 
refrigerated refuge from the overpowering heat. In this 
refrigerator, time itself has frozen, and my body on the 
floor feels like meat. Frozen time, frozen body, frozen 
breath, frozen mind, frozen soul. It is early morning on 
what still, almost a year later, feels like the second worst 
day of my life. 

The worst day was the day before. It was a Saturday night, 
and I was sitting alone at an airport gate waiting for a 
flight home. A telephone call came. 

“Hello?” I ask, surprised to get a call. 

“Where are you?” The voice at the other end of the line 
is that of the friendly security officer with whom, just an 
hour ago, I was sitting and chatting over a cup of tea. Now 
his voice is official, direct, even abrupt.  

“At the airport waiting for my flight,” I answer.  

“There’s a problem” he says. And then there’s a pause, a 
whisper of hesitation; there’s something he doesn’t want to 
say. “There’s been a suicide bomb. It’s serious. Your friends 
are badly injured and in hospital. We don’t know how 
serious yet.” And then instructions: “Stay put; don’t get on 
the plane. We’ll call you in five minutes.” I sit, I wait. 

The call comes. “Get on the plane. Security will pick you 
up at the other end.”

I hear the words. I’ve been in Africa for just four weeks and 
away from my friends in another African country for just 
one. My bags are loaded with goodies for them and practical 
things for the carefully chosen house we were going to move 
into together as soon as I arrived on Sunday. They are the 
only friends I have here. I love them. They are my family. I 
hear the words. I follow the instructions.  

Someone, something, some bit of me consciously turns a 
switch. Power turned low on mind, body, soul—emotion 
off, only essential life system on. The functioning bit 
remaining does not ask questions; it follows instructions. 
Stand up, walk to plane, hand ticket to flight attendant, 
find seat, sit down—and so it goes. 

So it goes. So it goes until this moment. So it goes to a 
rigid body on a cold floor in a cold and ugly office room, 
a refrigerated room secluded from the blistering heat. So 
it goes to the disassociation, a classic response to trauma; 
so it goes to this restorative Yoga pose, to this shape, to 
hoping to find release, hoping to let go of the rigidity 
that comes from overwhelming shock and sorrow. Ishvara 
pranidhana—“Let go and let God.” Surrender. 

Nischala Joy Devi tells a beautiful story in her book, The 
Secret Power of Yoga, about the writer Maya Angelou’s 
recounting how, when she heard that her son was 
unexpectedly near death, she launched into a prayer of 
thankfulness: “God, I am thanking you in advance for the 
full recovery of my son,” a prayer that she repeated over 
and over until his return from a coma and to sound health. 
When asked whether she ever doubted that her prayers 
would be successful she said that she was determined that 
God would listen and, “if doubt even started to peek its 
head up,” she’d “bellow even louder.” 
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I wish I could say my response was something similar. 
It was not. Nischala explains, “Most of us summon the 
greatest power of prayer in difficult times. When all 
other avenues have been exhausted and the enormity 
of the situation becomes too great to bear alone, we 
then pray to someone else out there as a separate person 
or manifestation to help us cope. We are really just 
summoning all the positive energy and celestial beings 
that are standing by to make our lives easier in all ways. 
Extending and reaching our arms toward the sky, we 
surrender in prayer. It is preferable to cultivate faith and 
devotion before we are in desperate need.”

Of course, she is right. 

Swami Satchidananda tells us that Ishvara pranidhana, or 
Bhakti Yoga, the Yoga of devotion, “is an easy path.” But 
for me this niyama has always been the most challenging 
of all the Yoga practices. It is not a question of the 
existence of a personal God—Swami Satchidananda makes 
that simple for me with his assertion that dedication to 
humanity is dedication to God. No, the question is one 
of trust, of faith in something I cannot see or be sure of 
knowing rationally.  

Nalanie Chellaram, my Yoga teacher, tells me that Swami 
Satchidananda always said, “Faith and fear do not go 
together.” I am not fearful, but to place so much trust in God 
is contrary to my culture and my nature as a self-made, self-
reliant woman, driven to learn, to achieve, to be responsible. 

Karma Yoga, the Yoga of action, of selfless service, comes 
easily. I know, or at least can imagine, those for whom 
I act, but surrender to God, the universe, and trust in a 
benign power? That was impossible even to contemplate. 
The very thought of it brought to my mind childhood 
images of Wile E. Coyote, the cartoon character. 
Roadrunner (the long-legged bird) chases Coyote out onto 
the edge of a cliff and then, before Coyote can stop, he 
suddenly notices that there’s no ground below—bam! He 
falls to the ground—a long way down—splat! 

The Yoga Sutras tell us that through Isvara pranidhana, 
total surrender to God or to humanity, we achieve 
samadhi. That, Swami Satchidananda tells us, means, 
“tranquility of mind, which is possible only when we 
dedicate everything and are free from all attachment.”

As I lie on the cold floor of this refrigerated room there 
is no samadhi, there is not even any rest. The surrender 
comes not from love but from the inability to do anything 
at all,  not even—because of security restrictions—visit the 
hospital where my friends lie. Unlike Maya Angelou, I can 
summon no heartfelt prayer or steadfast belief. The words 
that come are: This is too much for me, it is too much. Please, 
I am trusting You—God, universe, force that is, that I cannot 
even contemplate—that everything will be all right, including 
these people whom I love. And then come words in Sanskrit:

Purnamadah Purnamidam

Purnat Purnamudachyate

Purnasya Purnamadaya

Purnam Evavasishyate

Om Shanti, Shanti, Shanti

More than a year after the event, my friends and I have 
all, in our different ways, gone into the dark hole of injury 
and trauma and come out the other side. And in me, 
something has changed—something subtle—a loosening 
of grip, a softening, a letting go of control, a letting go 
of attachment to control, or the myth of control, and a 
greater willingness to allow uncertainty in my life.  

As I write, it is the end of Ramadan, and a friend sends me 
an article about the night of power, the night of revelation, 
the night when the angels come down. It is curious that 
while this night falls during the last days of Ramadan, 
no one knows exactly when. According to the author, 
Omid Safi, it is this very uncertainty that is the key to the 
opening of devotion. Rumi writes:

“God,
just like the Night of Power,

is hidden amidst the other nights
So that the soul

will go on seeking every night.”

The words are beautiful, and yet, I think, surely the soul 
will keep on seeking only if it knows, or at least has faith, 
that this night will definitely, at some time, come.   

The devotion of Bhakti Yoga may never come, or come 
easily, to me, and who knows whether I will ever have a 
glimmer of samadhi, but something has shifted and I sit 
a little more easily in the universe—less fearful and yes, 
maybe, with a little more faith.

Narayani is an Integral Yoga 
Teacher, a Yoga therapist, 
and a Principle-Based Partner 
Yoga™ trained teacher. She is 
registered with the Independent 
Yoga Network as a 500-plus-
hour qualified teacher and is 
a member of the Integral Yoga 
Teachers Association and the  
International Association of 
Yoga Therapists.
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so n g o F t H e He a rt:  tH e es s e n c e o F  na d a Yo g a

By Rajesh David

Music is an integral part of my life. My being born into a 
family of singers and growing up in a musical atmosphere 
led naturally to my being trained in Indian classical vocal 
music. My first encounter with the concept of Nada 
Brahma was my teacher’s advice to “sing in such a way 
that you resonate with the universal sound.” Wow! But 
what did he mean by “universal sound?” That was a little 
seed planted in my heart. The searching for an answer 
opened doors to a deeper understanding both of music 
and of Nada Brahma, and the connection between the two 
inspired me to immerse myself in the study of Nada Yoga.

Nada Yoga interprets the cosmos through the medium of 
sound. Such a way of perceiving the world unites ancient 
myths and modern science. Since Pythagoras established a 
correlation between musical notes and mathematical ratios, 
it is not fanciful to see music everywhere in the universe, 
from the tiniest atoms to the movement of planets—and, 
of course, in our own bodies. 

Because the range of sound accessible to us is very limited, 
our exploration of Nada extends beyond audible sound to 
wider concepts of harmony, balance, and rhythm.

We look for ways to endow our posture and movement 
with those qualities. A harmonious distribution of effort 
prevents chronic overuse of some areas while other parts 
atrophy. We learn to appreciate the fundamental role of 
rhythm, without which we would be unable even to walk. 
Rhythm binds both us, and the cosmos, together.

Within the context of Indian music, the term Nada refers 
to the essence of the vibration of sounds of music. Thus, 
although our journey may begin with audible sound, 
such as mantra and song, it must lead us to deeper realms 
of being, just as chanting the mantra Om, that perfect 
symbol of Nada, is followed by the silence from which the 
manifest universe emanates.

The practices of Nada Yoga are simple but have the 
potential to deepen our meditation very quickly. A practice 
such as chanting bija (seed) mantras while focusing on 
chakra locations, for example, brings us into a state of 
pratyahara. Chanting and kirtan are designed to draw 
us within and calm our minds, thus preparing us for 
meditation. 

Mantras are sound vibrations. Some have a deep meaning 
that one might contemplate, while others have no 
particular meaning. Why is the sound of a mantra different 
from that of any other word? In one respect there is no 
difference, if we believe that all sound manifests from Om. 
But in the initial stages of our practice, we choose sounds 

associated in our mind with profound value and meaning, 
thus enabling the vibrations of those sounds to be effective.
 
Advaita, the Ashtavakra Gita, and the Mandukya 
Upanishad
“Each soul is potentially divine. The goal is to manifest this 
divinity within . . . either by work, or worship or psychic 
control, or philosophy, by one, or more or all of these—and 
be free . . . . Doctrines, dogmas, rituals, books, temples, 
or forms, are but secondary details.” Swami Vivekananda’s 
works on Advaita Vedanta struck a deep chord in my heart. 
Advaita Vedanta is the philosophy of Non-dualism. It 
boldly proclaims that our true nature is non-dual. We are 
that un-fragmented whole. We are that Sat Chit Ananda—
Existence Absolute, Consciousness Absolute, Bliss Absolute. 
Tat twam asi—You are That! While we identify ourselves in 
duality, we are unable to see ourselves as the un-fragmented 
whole and thus remain deluded. 

Adi Shankara, in his poem “Bhaja Govindam,” expresses 
that idea with clarity. In thirty-one verses he points out 
how our delusions stem from false identification with our 
ego-self—with wealth, status, family, and sexuality—and, 
thus leads us to duality and multiplicity. The Self is just 
one complete un-fragmented whole—the Atma. When our 
ignorance drops off, the true Self shines forth. It’s as simple 
as that! There is nowhere to go, nothing to do. This is the 
philosophy of non-doership.  

Rajesh David
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These ideas are also expressed beautifully and succinctly 
in the text, Ashtavakra Gita, which takes the form of a 
dialogue between the sage Ashtavakra and his disciple 
Janaka. The teachings are simple and direct, not only 
appealing to the intellect but going straight to the heart. 
It begins with Janaka’s asking his Guru how liberation 
can be attained. Ashtavakra replies that the only way is to 
detach oneself from duality. As long as we identify with 
the non-Self, the Self remains masked, and we are thereby 
shrouded in ignorance. In chapter 6 we read: “I am like 
the ocean, and the multiplicity of objects is comparable 
to a wave. To know this is knowledge, and then there is 
neither renunciation, acceptance, nor cessation of it.” It is 
one of the beautiful images created by Ashtavakra to enable 
seekers to grasp the concept of the non-dual Self. 

Another example from chapter reads: “In the infinite ocean 
of myself, the world boat drifts here and there, moved by its 
own inner wind, whilst I remain unaffected.” And, in chapter 
15: “Recognizing oneself in all beings, and all beings in 
oneself, be happy, free from the sense of doership and free 
from preoccupation with ‘me.’” The message, “I am the 
non-dual, un-fragmented whole, Sat Chit Ananda,” repeats 
like a mantra, bringing about a deep meditative experience. 

To me, Sat Chit Ananda is the same as Nada Brahma. The 
Mandukya Upanishad says, “Sarvam Omkara eva,” which 
means, “Everything is Om.” In its sounding, Om represents 
the manifest universe, and its silence represents the Self. 
This is Advaita Vedanta. Each verse of the Mandukya is 
a mantra, the language and meter creating a wonderful 
soundscape. Singing the verses was a way for me to express 
the beauty of these texts, so I composed music for both 
the Ashtavakra Gita and the Mandukya Upanishad. That 
work was like a meditation for me. When singing the 
verses, one can remember them easily. Singing the text also 
engages both the right and the left hemisphere of the brain 
and enables one to experience the text’s meaning at a level 
deeper than that of intellectual discourse. 

Singing Bhakti
As part of the preparation for a seminar I teach on Bhakti 
Yoga, I composed music for chapter 12 of the Bhagavad 
Gita. That is the chapter on Bhakti Yoga, the Yoga of 
devotion, in which the path of love is considered to be 
supreme. Bhakti Yoga is the search for the Self through 
love. Bhakti means devotion to, or love for, the Divine. 
Such devotion is the highest form of love, where the 
devotee surrenders totally to the divine Self at all levels of 
being—physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual. 

In chapter 11 of the Gita, Krishna tells Arjuna, “Not by 
the Vedas or grim ascetic practice, nor by the giving of alms 
or sacrifice can you find Me. Only through single-minded 
devotion, worship, and love of Me can I be known.” And 
in chapter 18, Krishna says, “Through unwavering love 
you come to know Me as I really am, and when you know 
Me as I really am, you enter into my Being.” 

Devotion is given the highest place in our spiritual 
journey, higher even than knowledge, because it is only 
through love that the knowledge of the Self is revealed. 
In Bhakti Yoga, the practitioner projects the atman, the 
higher Self, as an outward entity, which can take the shape 
of a personal deity. Spiritual life is learning to be guided 
by this inner divinity, which is our own essence. Through 
one-pointed devotion, trust, and faith, through dedicating 
one’s actions and surrendering the fruits of our actions, 
the highest knowledge is revealed to us. The techniques 
of Bhakti Yoga are simple. All it demands is love for the 
chosen personal deity.

In 16th century India, a tremendous bhakti movement 
inspired devotional poetry of such intensity that it is still 
read and performed today. Such bhakti was also evident 
in Sufism and mystic Christianity. In India, the lives and 
works of Bhakti yogis and yoginis like Mirabai, Kabir, 
Tulsidas, Surdas, and Tukaram continue to be meaningful 
to those on their spiritual journeys. Their timeless poetry, 
full of profound insights, is an integral part of the style of 
Indian devotional music called bhajana.

Mirabai, one of those bhakti poet-saints, surrendered her 
entire life to Krishna, her chosen personal deity, whom she 
regarded as her beloved. Her unwavering devotion created 
much hardship which she faced without malice. In her 
poems, she sees Krishna in everything—in the monsoon 
clouds, in the green fields, in the sound of thunder—which 
was truly an inner vision, an awakening of bhakti.

The heart-centered practices of Bhakti Yoga use mantras, 
kirtana, Nada Yoga, satsang, and visualization as the 
means to awaken us to a deeper and more interconnected 
sense of reality. This is the wisdom of the heart, which 
transcends the limited egocentric intellect, and opens up 
the possibility of Yoga—union with the Absolute. 

“When we realize that the multitude of beings 
abide in and evolve from the One, 

how can we ourselves be other than that One?”

~Bhagavad Gita 13.30

I believe that insight into the Self comes when the heart 
is wide and expansive, full of love. It is at that point of 
detachment from the ego-self that we glimpse Oneness. 
Then the heart sings its own song—a song transcending 
words and meaning. 

Rajesh David trained at The Yoga Institute in Mumbai, 
India, before moving to England, where he was a resident of 
the Mandala Yoga Ashram, in Wales for four years. Singer, 
composer, and Yoga teacher, he gives seminars in Nada, 
Bhakti, and Kriya Yoga in the UK and Europe. For more 
information, please visit www.rajeshdavid.wix.com/rajesh 
and www.rajeshdavid.bandcamp.com.
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wo m e n’s  Yo g a v s .  me n’s  Yo g a:  no pa i n,  no ga i n?
By Ed Staskus

In the late 1980s, the number of men to women in any 
Yoga class was about one out of ten, or 10 percent. “When 
we started, you’d see one or two men in a class,” said 
David Life, co-founder of Jivamukti Yoga.

According to Mathew Solan, a former senior editor at Yoga 
Journal, by 2002 the number had risen to 12 percent. “It’s 
growing,” he said. In the latest survey undertaken by Yoga 
Journal, it has risen to approximately 17 percent. In other 
words, in the past 25 years men’s participation in Yoga 
has gone from about one man in every ten people to about 
one and a half men in every ten. At that rate, there should 
be as many men as women in attendance at Yoga classes 
sometime in the next century.

A hundred years ago it would have been rare to see a 
woman in a class; it used to be all men all the time. 
Today’s Yoga is primarily Hatha Yoga, mostly exercise, 
with a sprinkling of breath work and mindfulness adding 
some variety to the mix. There is much more to Yoga 
than those elements, but as it’s practiced in the 21st 
century, Hatha rules the roost. “There is so much body 
consciousness in this country,” Sri Swami Satchidananda 
often observed.

Classical Yoga can be traced back more than five thousand 
years and old-school Hatha about a thousand years. For 
most of that time, Yoga was a meditative or an awareness 
practice. Vinyasa, or posture Yoga, is primarily traced back 
to one Guru, Sri T. Krishnamacharya, who, in 1931, well 
into his 40s with a wife and children, was hired by a local 
prince to teach his style of Yoga at a Sanskrit college. He 
proclaimed an ancient birthright for postural Yoga and  
said that the text for it was written on a leaf thousands of 
years old.

Krishnamacharya was Guru to both Pattabhi Jois, who 
went on to popularize Ashtanga Yoga, and B. K. S. 
Iyengar, who popularized Iyengar Yoga. He also taught 
that Yoga was incompatible with female bodies and for 
a long time refused to teach women. “It was not even 
considered for women,” said Don Steensma, a Los Angeles 
teacher. When Mataji Indra Devi first asked to study with 
Krishnamacharya, he said, “No women are allowed.” That 
was because the Yoga he was crafting was largely a blend of 
Danish Primitive Gymnastics, Indian wrestling, and a little 
of the Hatha Yoga Pradipika. It was targeted at boys and 
young men and bound up with Indian independence. It 
was about strength building and nationalism. It was not for 
the faint of heart—or limb.

When B. K. S. Iyengar finally began teaching women, his 
was a modified, less aggressive form of Vinyasa, and he 
instructed them in separate classes. Today the tables have 
been turned. The only segregated classes nowadays are 
men’s classes, such as Broga and Yoga for Dudes.

When Yoga was first exported, in the late 19th century, 
it was in the person of Sri Swami Vivekananda, who 
promoted pranayama and positive thinking. Before and 
especially after World War II, though, postural Yoga 
began to make its way across the ocean and was wedded 
to physical culture and physical therapy, and particularly 
to the gymnastic practices popular among women of that 
time. “These were spiritual traditions, often developed by 
and for women, which used posture, breath, and relaxation 
to access heightened states of awareness,” wrote Mark 
Singleton in a 2011 Yoga Journal article entitled, “The 
Roots of Yoga: Ancient + Modern.”

Stretching was a key component of the regimen of the 
Women’s League of Health and Fitness in the 1930s and 
1940s. In the 1970s, Jazzercise ruled the world of female 
fitness, while through the 1980s aerobics was the craze. 
Those fads faded, and that is when the drift toward Yoga 
accelerated. The rest is history. Yoga is in the mainstream 
and today upwards of 20 million Americans practice Hatha 
Yoga. Most of them are women.

“At crowded Yoga classes rooms can be filled wall-to-wall 
with 60 or more students—but it’s likely that fewer of 

Ed Staskus 
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those people are men than you can count on one hand,” 
wrote Carolyn Gregoire in the Huffington Post. Yoga is 
not a man’s world anymore. It is, a recent Washington Post 
article pointed out, a “women’s practice.” Although the 
practice was created by and for men, it has been feminized. 
“There’s been a flip,” said Loren Fishman, director of the 
Manhattan Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Clinic, in 
New York City. “Yoga has become a sort of gentle gym, a 
non-competitive, non-confrontational thing that’s good for 
you. Yoga has this distinctive, passive air to it.”

In less than a hundred years, Yoga has morphed from 
men building “better” bodies in order to build a better 
nation to modeling the “ideal” of the slender and taut 
female body paraded on the covers of innumerable Yoga 
magazines, Web sites, and advertisements. “The Yoga body 
is Gwyneth Paltrow’s body, the elongated feminine form,” 
noted Karlyn Crowley, director of Women’s and Gender 
Studies at St. Norbert College in De Pere, Wisconsin.

Why do so many women practice Yoga? Although one 
with any kind of body can practice Yoga in all its forms, an 
undeniably archetypal image is associated with a person’s 
being on a mat. Classes are attended mostly by women, 
so the classes must be for women, according to public 
perception. “If you ask the average person what Yoga 
is, they immediately think of a beautiful woman doing 
stretches and bends,” remarked Philip Goldberg, author of 
American Veda.

Who doesn’t want to be beautiful, or at least lithe and 
toned? Women who routinely practice Yoga have lower 
body mass indexes and control their weight better than 
those who don’t. In addition, according to a study at the 
University of California in Berkeley, women who practiced 
regularly rated their body satisfaction 20 percent higher 
than those who took only aerobic classes—even though 
both groups were at the same, healthy weight. 

The reasons why women are drawn to Yoga, are varied and 
are related to what women seek in a workout—often a mix 
of aerobics training, some strength training, and mind-body 
practices. They are likelier to engage in group activities, like 
Yoga classes, than they are to hit the weights alone. “It’s 
because they’re interested in the social aspects of working 
out and because they feel more comfortable when they’re 
with other people,” explained Cedric Bryant, chief exercise 
physiologist for the American Council on Exercise.

Women are also more appropriately built for many of the 
poses that make up asana sequences, no matter that men 
designed so many of them. There is a difference, especially 
when it comes to the hips, between what women can 
do and what men should do. Yoga poses may be unisex, 
but there are two, very different, sexes. “Women who tie 

themselves in knots enjoy a lower risk of damage,” wrote 
William Broad in a 2012 New York Times article titled 
“Wounded Warrior Pose.” He continued, “Proportionally 
men report damage more frequently than women. Women 
tell mainly of minor upsets.”

Men often practice Yoga for the sake of workout, but the 
top three reasons women give for starting the practice 
are flexibility, stress relief, and conditioning. “It basically 
balances the body,” said Colleen Saidman, who has been 
called “The First Lady of Yoga” by the New York Times. 
“It gives you literal balance, but it also brings balance into 
life and gives you perspective.”

So many women practice Yoga that there is even a Yoga 
teacher Barbie doll, complete with an outfit, mat, and 
mini Chihuahua, available on Amazon.com. What? No 
Yoga teacher Ken doll? Why do so few men practice Yoga? 
Part of the problem may lie in the concept of “no pain, 
no gain.” “If it’s flaky and too New Age, soft, and touchy-
feely, that can be a turnoff to a male audience,” said Ian 
Mishalove of Flow Yoga Center in Washington, D.C.

Even though Yoga studios today are often exercise rooms 
in which hard work is done on a sticky mat, it remains a 
mind-body practice, and that makes men hesitate. They 
like the body part but are uneasy with the mind part. 
They view fitness through the lens of physical challenge. 
Fathers play competitive sports and coach their sons in Pop 
Warner leagues. They jog faster than the other guy, gnarl 
mountain bikes, and pump iron. “Men work out because 
they like to be bigger,” observed Vincent Perez, director of 
Sports Therapy at Columbia University Medical Center.
Men don’t mind walking into a gym lined with mirrors 
of themselves that will show their sweaty selves lifting 
weights. Walking into a studio full of women in crow, 
hero, and headstand poses is another matter. The sight 
could unnerve any man: no male wants to fail in front of 
50 or 60 women.

“Most men prefer athletic activities that don’t require overt 
coordination,” remarked Grace De Simone of Gold’s Gym. 
Macho expectations are high among men when it comes 
to fitness. Because Yoga has nothing to do with the “no 
pain, no gain” school of thought, and because it’s a holistic 
practice, they sidestep it. When it comes to no pain, “no 
gain,” it may be that Yoga needs to do only one thing to 
attract more men, and that’s tap into the concept. “Pain 
gets a bad rap in our culture,” said Swami Vidyananda, 
who has taught Integral Yoga since 1973. “Pain has many 
positive functions.”

As so many men bemoan their lack of flexibility, simply 
ask them to do Pada Hastasana, otherwise known as 
touching one’s toes. That should be painful enough.
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While living in Hong Kong, Integral Yoga teachers Priya 

Halldin and Jyoti Dixon started teaching Yoga to prisoners. 

Carrying Sri Swami Satchidananda’s wisdom and words with 

them, they began a program, which they soon realized would 

take them on an important journey within themselves. They 

are grateful to Hong Kong Government’s Correctional Services 

Department for their excellent rehabilitation program for 

prison inmates—which welcomed their service at the Lo Wu 

Correctional Institution.

We pressed the bell and a little face looked out through 
a small window. A security check occurred, and then we 
passed through 15 heavily secured doors. An electric buzzer 
sounded and then boom and bang for every door closing 
behind us. The noise was terrifying but the guard guiding 
us gave us a reassuring smile. We were about to meet our 
first group of female inmates. What would these women 
be like? Would they laugh at our attempt to try teaching 
them Yoga? Would they be angry, bitter, or hardened 
toward life? We were surprised to meet a group of giggling 
and beautiful women all dressed in pink jogging outfits. 
Our nerves were soon offset by their warm welcome and 
excitement. At that moment we felt confident in our Yoga 
and what this could bring to them. 

Our Gurudev taught Yoga in prisons in India, Sri Lanka, 
and the USA, and in many other countries. His experience 
and words, recalled in the book Bound to Be Free: The 
Liberating Power of Prison Yoga, comforted us. “Don’t 
think that only you who live in this compound, between 
these walls, are prisoners. Everybody is a prisoner. Our 
own prison is this body and our senses. We are imprisoned 
by our own habits. So, in that sense, we all make mistakes. 
But the beauty of human life is that whenever we realize 
that we are doing something wrong, we try to reform 
ourselves. So, let’s think that the prison is not a place to 
punish you; rather, it’s a place to help you with your own 
reformation . . .” 

The weekly session of Yoga we taught was the classic 
type of Integral Yoga. We always ended with Yoga Nidra, 
pranayama, meditation, and chanting—aspects of the class 
that the inmates came to love most. At first, it was hard 
for them to sit with their legs crossed, to keep their spines 
upright, to sit or lie still for periods of time. For some of 
them the biggest challenge was keeping their eyes closed 
during meditation. Bodies shifted, eyes opened and closed. 

But, after a few weeks of practice, something shifted 
in them. We noticed how they started feeling more 
comfortable in their Yoga postures, how it was the deep 

relaxation and meditation that they most looked forward 
to, and how they grew confident in their questions. 
“What Yoga postures are good for my tummy? Why do 
we meditate?” The discussions after class were some of the 
best parts of the journey. They told us proudly that some 
of them were practicing Yoga in their rooms. One of the 
most special moments was when one told us after class 
that she’d finally figured out what she wants to do after 
prison: to teach Yoga. She has seven more years, but her 
grandfather is preparing everything she’ll need to become a 
Yoga teacher. 

We talked to the inmates about feeling their bodies, we 
talked about the happiness with which we are all born, and 
how one’s state of the mind determines everything. We 
saw the difference in their eyes, in their postures, in their 
smiles. At our final session, we were asked by the prison to 
avoid hugging them goodbye. Instead, we held hands in 
a circle. We talked about the support they should give to 
each other. Before we had even finished they jumped up, 
giving us warm hugs, telling us what a difference this class 
had made. They gave us hand drawn cards with a personal 
message from each of them. The card was a picture of the 
guided meditation we had taught them. It was the most 
beautiful card we’ve ever received. We went to give. We 
received in double.

Jacqueline Jyoti Dixon has been practicing Yoga and 
meditation since her late teens. She takes the Integral Yoga 
teachings into her corporate and personal life. She relocated 
to South Africa in June 2015. Pernilla Priya Halldin is a 
dedicated yogi and teacher with a passion for Raja Yoga. 
She works in the corporate world and recently located to 
Stockholm, Sweden, where she continues to practice and share 
the Integral Yoga teachings.

pr i s o n Yo g a i n Ho n g ko n g

By Pernilla Priya Halldin and Jacqueline Jyoti Dixon

Jyoti Dixon Priya Halldin
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Integral Yoga Center
C. de la Milana 29 Bajos

San Pere De Ribes BCN 08810

Spain
34-938-964-486

www.integralyogabarcelona.com

SPECIAL THANKS TO:
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U.S. Virgin Islands  00802

800-554-7274
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San Francisco Integral Yoga® Institute
• Open Hatha Yoga

• Stress Management

• Prenatal/Postpartum Yoga

• Gentle Yoga

• Pranayama

• Meditation

• Laughing Meditation

• Yoga Teacher Training

• Scripture Study

• Satsang

• Work Exchange

We offer 200- and 500-hour Yoga Teacher Training Certification

NYC’s Largest All Vegetarian 
Natural Food Store

229 West 13th Street, 234 West 13th Street
IntegralYogaNaturalFoods.com    212.243.2642

Everything you need for body, mind, spirit, 
and natural health on one city block

iyiny.org     227 West 13th Street (between 7th and 8th avenues)  New York City    

Integral Yoga
Institute • Shop • Wellness Spa
Natural Foods • Natural Apothecary

INTEGRAL	YOGA®	CENTER	of	Richmond

Vimala Nora Pozzi, E-RYT500, PRYT

•	 Friends	Meeting	House	(Quakers),	near	West	End
•	 4500	Kensington	Ave,	near	West	End	and	Carytown

www.yogahelps.com  
vimala@yogahelps.com / 804-342-1061

Weekly Integral Yoga® classes, all levels
X-Gentle Yoga, Raja Yoga, Meditation, Individual sessions

Reiki; Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy
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4–6 Relax & Rejuvenate with Restorative Yoga  
 with Satya Greenstone, E-RYT 500

4–6  Be Your Best Friend: Living  
 Wholeheartedly Through Self-Compassion   
 with Sampada Desai, RYT, LPC, CLL, M.A. 

5–11 Yoga Vacation in Tulum, Mexico  
 with Leticia Padmasri, E-RYT 500, M.A.  
 and Rukmini Ando RYT 200, B.S. 

7  Hanukkah Program 

11–13 Living a Yogic Life: Yoga Off the Mat 
 with Rev. Sumati Steinberg, R.N.

19 Jayanthi Celebration 

24 Christmas Eve Worship Service

25 Christmas Day Luncheon

30–Jan 3 New Year’s Silent Retreat 

Y o g a v i l l e® p r o g r a m  c a l e n d a r

J a N ua rY  2 0 1 6

9 Free-All Day Laughter Yoga Workshop:  
 Live, Laugh, Love!  
 with Bharata Wingham, E-RYT 200, CLYT 

15–17 Basic Meditation:  
 Meditation is the Key to Everything  
 with Rev. Paraman Barsel and  
 Rev. Lakshmi Barsel, Ph.D.

22–24 The Spirit of Health:  
 Be a Happier, Healthier You!  
 with Dr. Amrita McLanahan, M.D.  
 and Sosie Hublitz 

29–31 Yogic Science to Break Habits and  
 Addictive Behavior   
 with Mukta Kaur Khalsa, Ph.D. 

F E B RUA RY  2 0 1 6

5–7 Pranayama: The Next Frontier  
 with Rev. Vidya Vonne, E-RYT 500

12–14 Yoga Two-gether™:  
 A Valentine’s Day Workshop   
 with Jacob Felder, E-RYT 500  
 and Kara Chambers

19–21 Listening to Our Innate  
 Wisdom: Exploring Alignment,  
 Joint Freeing Series, and Yoga 
 with Dhivya Berthoud, CYT, 
CSYT, CMT, RDH 

26–28 Better Balance, Less Stress  
 in a Chaotic World with  
 Swami Vidyananda, E-RYT 500  
 and Rev. Devaja Ciccolella

For more information  
on any program 

or to register, call: 
1-800-858-YOGA (9642)  

or go online to:  
www.yogaville.org


